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CHAPTER 3.- Good quality data for making good diagnoses. 

Summary 

 

o Patients do not have any obligation to be the good patients that practitioners want. 

o We must know our tolerance to 'uncertainty' (critical strain), and the pressure that patients sometimes put us under ('to heal me!'), to give ourselves 

more time and not to prematurely finish the consultation. 
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Good quality data for making good diagnoses 

 

Key Ideas 

  

 Patients do not have any obligation to be the good patients that practitioners want. 

 We give more value to strategies to simplify and shorten the interview time, than strategies which minimise the risk of clinical error. 

 The history taking should not end until the clinician is able to write a report specifying, at least, the chronology and nature of the problem. 

 History taking by pathographic viewing: chronology (film of events), plot (soundtrack, what happens), impact (relieving factors). 

 We need to automate groups of questions, depending on the clinical situation, so it hardly requires us any effort to put them into practice, in 

particular what we call the 'psychosocial jump'. 

 The physical examination is part of the interpersonal relationship and it begins when a patient enters the consulting room. By listening and 

observing, we are already examining the patient. 

 We must know our tolerance to 'uncertainty' (critical strain), and the pressure that patients sometimes put us under ('to heal me!'), to give ourselves 

more time and not to prematurely finish the consultation. 

 Pathology of frequent attendance: 'you come so often, I often disregard you'. 

 Starting from scratch with a frequently attending patient is a true exercise of humility! 

 Being careful in formulating a diagnosis gives us the freedom to modify it more easily in the future. 

 What is the main bioethical challenge of a clinician? getting up from the chair to assess patients over and over again! 



  

  

Basic Skills to get quality data 

  

Watching is to set our sight on something, listening is to attend, but understanding is not only being attentive, but it has some recreation. The clinician who 

can understand endorses the patient's materials, plays them in their own imagination and recreates them, as if they were partly their own experiences. We 

found that a good clinician is someone who before understanding others has understood, has explored and has heard himself. Anyone who claims to know 

something about the world by only projecting what they have heard or read is delusional! We can only glimpse the world, the patient, and others in general, 

through our experiences. Our body and our own emotions are the filter, and the inescapable musical instrument to internalise and understand others. We 

have an image of the patient which we compare with similar images of the patient and we internalise this and interpret it with our own emotions: 'how 

would I feel if...?' We have a deeper understanding of the patient at this point and this process enables us to understand and share the patient’s experiences 

and emotions i.e. to empathise. One of the keys to intuitive thinking may lie within this; internalising by analogy. But that is not all; the clinician does not 

renounce the semiological data which is an objective analysis, is purely external and is based on well-established criteria. In order to listen in a semiological 

manner we must acquire very complex practices. We will devote this chapter to this. Give us good data, allow ourselves to go beyond our first impressions 

and allow our intelligence to work. We will defend a concept of expertise based on a continued contrast between intuitive thought and thought based on 

criteria. 

  

All that will be taken care of in this chapter, in which we take the semi-structured interview for the exploratory part as a starting point. Remember that the 

tasks are: 

  

1. Review the patient's past medical history or the patient’s previous consultations in their medical records. 

2. Warm greeting. 

3. Establishing the presenting complaint. Map of demands and complaints. Pathobiography 

4. Active listening ('the interview leak point') 

5. Find and complete data. 



6. Summary of the information obtained. 

7. Physical examination, if any. 

  

In Chapter 2 we reached the fourth point, and in this chapter we will address items 5, 6 and 7, with an emphasis on semiologic skills, through the sphere of 

the rational-emotive model of the clinical act 

  

Identifying and completing the data. When questioning is appropriate: Skills during the 

history taking 

Any interviewer should effortlessly use four packages of questions (Table 3.1). 

  

Table 3.1. 

The four packages of questions for history taking 

First package: active listening skills 

Technical types  When it becomes necessary 

Showing interest When we are interested in viewing the world and the patient's 

experiences without influencing the narration of the facts 

Facilitators Very useful at the beginning of the interview 

Phrases by repetition When the presenting complaint is unclear 



Empathy When it appears that the patient wants to entrust us with 'sensitive 

material' 

Suggested addition technique When the patient finds it difficult to talk 

Second package: questions for taking a focussed history 

Question type  

 

 When it becomes necessary 

How is your pain   

When did the pain start and chronology of their pain When we want to establish facts regarding their symptoms 

Where does it radiate   The presenting complaint is very clear 

What makes the pain better or worse   There is a symptom or sign guide 

Associated symptoms   

Risk factors   

Third package: questions for taking a psychosocial history 

Question type When it becomes necessary 



What is your sleep like? When we want to establish the psychological impact of the patient's 

discomfort 

How is your mood? When we suspect psychosocial stress or psychological difficulties 

Do you have any concerns or worries? There are many mottled symptoms in the patient's narrative 

The patient who consults very frequently 

Do you have any serious problems at work or at home? The patient gives clues that guide us to this area 

Fourth package: questions for a patient-centred interview 

Question type When it becomes necessary 

What are your ideas about your symptoms?  We want to know the impact of the illness on the patient. 

How are things affecting your life?  When the patient expresses concern, gloominess or anger. 

How Do you think we can help you? What should we do to improve 

the situation? something which they don't quite express 

 When we have the impression that the patient wants 

Has something happened that Has changed your life? Or Has 

something happened that Has had a big impact on you? 

  

Any are there any problems at home Or at work  We suspect problems in the home which are affecting you? or work 

environment 



  

These packages are to be learned in such way that they then arise almost naturally. How do we know whether we have grasped these techniques properly? 

Here are some indicators: 

  

Active listening package 

An indicator that this package of skills has borne its fruit is that the patient starts to talk in a more open way, providing longer answers. We have already 

spoken of this package in Chapter 2, so we will not expand here. 

  

Package for focused histories 

An indicator that this package of skills has borne fruit is that we have enough data to be able to write a clinical report with the features and chronology of 

the patient's symptoms. The patient considers the history taking to be the specific part of the healing art and that the Doctor will diagnose them with just the 

history taking. However, sometimes the clinician does this it in an incomplete way, as we will see later. 

  

Package for the psychosocial history 

A mistake is to think that this package should be activated only when the patient presents with psychological problems or problems with the social or family 

environment. In fact, every patient with chronic pain, patients who attend very often or patients with vague symptoms, can benefit from a psychosocial 

assessment. An indicator that this package bears fruit is that we can outline elements of stress or emotional aspects of the patient. It is important to 

distinguish a real resistance to talk about psychosocial issues ('I’d prefer not to talk about this topic'), fear that we relate the patient's symptoms to this area 

('everybody says that this is anxiety and I don’t think this is anxiety at all'). In the latter case, we can try to prevent this resistance to talking about 

psychosocial issues by starting with a focussed history and, before making the jump to the psychosocial aspects, with sign posting by saying something like: 

'well, now I would like to find out a bit more about you as a person... 'Do you have any hobbies? Which ones?... and do you sleep well?... how is your 

mood?», etc. Another strategy to start talking about psychosocial issues is to find out the quality of their sleep. On the other hand, it would be a mistake to 

ask: 'and what about your anxiety?’ 

  

A patient-centred package 



It is a package which is not usually activated at first, as it could lead to some confusion. Sometimes we ask the patient: 'what do you think is happening to 

you?' And the patient answers: 'I don't know; that is why I have come to see you'. We name this response as the boomerang effect, and it should be followed 

with: ‘yes, of course, but I would like to know your opinion, what you think about it or what you might have discussed with your friends or family about 

this' (returning the boomerang). One indicator that this package is properly applied is that the flow of communication with the patient improves. 

  

The big challenge for this part of the interview is to collect quality data. It is important that this data is real data, effectively sensed or experienced by the 

patient; reliable, meaning, that if another interviewer asks they will get similar responses, and valid, meaning, the data collected should be the data we are 

trying to obtain. In other words: 

  

 Real data: this patient... tells me things that have indeed happened? 

 Reliable data: another interviewer ... will they get similar answers? 

 Valid data: Is the data I am trying to obtain to get a diagnosis, useful for this patient and this clinical situation? 

  

Basic techniques to get real, reliable and valid data 

The most important thing is to create an atmosphere focused on the patient, avoiding 'yes' or 'no' questions almost automatically. In general, the more detail 

provided, the more realistic and reliable the data. 

  

A concentration of closed questions diminishes the appearance of care focused on the patient. For example: 

  

I: Does it happen more often in the morning? 

P: Yes. 

I: And when it happens, do you feel sick? 

P: Yes. 

I: Have you ever seen blood in your vomit? 

P: No, no... 



  

Here we see closed questions which can be answered in monosyllables. The risk of the patient responding 'to please' the interviewer is very high. If one of the 

answers has gone against the interviewer’s ‘expectation’, for example: 'now that you mention it, I once saw some blood, yes...’ this will undoubtedly have 

great diagnostic value. 

  

Conversely, open questions require some verbalisation. Unlike closed questions, they cannot be answered monosyllabically. Some examples would be: 'how is 

the pain?’, ‘what were you doing when the pain started?' etc. We must avoid mistakes by adding a postscript which 'closes' the question; for example 'how 

is the pain? Is it stabbing?', so the question becomes a closed question. Do not forget the juxtaposition of techniques principle, discussed above, whereby when 

two techniques are juxtaposed, the one used last is always the predominant one, in this case, the closed question. 

  

It is also a mistake to rush to start asking closed questions without first offering a ‘menu’ of suggested responses. A menu of suggested responses means 

offering 'clues' indicating the type of response expected. For example: 'Is the pain sharp, like a bite or as if someone is squeezing you?', ' did it happen years, 

days or months ago?' etc. 

  

The menu of suggestions doesn't have to advise the patient about what we view as the most logical or plausible response. If, for example, we say: 'Has this 

been happening for months or for days?' we are implying that we expect the problem to have been happening for a short period of time and we would not 

accept: 'no, it is been going on for many years' as a consistent answer. For this reason, we prefer an illogical sequence of suggested answers such as: 'years, 

days or months?' 

  

Another common mistake is to formulate a menu of suggestions that remains as only a single suggestion, either because we cannot think of more, or because 

when going to mention the second suggestion, the patient interrupts and says: 'yes, it is exactly as you’ve just said'. In both cases, we will reformulate the 

menu, in order to verify that, the patient indeed meant what they said. 

  

Closed questions are those which we use most often. The value of the information they provide is very variable, depending on the degree of suggestibility of 

the patient and whether we use other techniques to check the validity of the information'. But sometimes we can't avoid them, especially when we are 

interested in a very specific aspect of the history. Its formulation is obvious: 'Does it happen in the morning?', 'Does it hurt here?' etc. 



  

Such questions have to be complemented with open questions and the menu of suggestions. It is useful to follow a positive answer from the patient to a 

closed question with an open question. For example, if we ask: 'do you have a burning sensation when passing urine?' and the patient answers: 'yes, I do’, it 

would be appropriate to confirm this information by asking for some more information 'could you tell me more about that?'. If you tend to ask closed 

questions, you can easily transform them into 'a menu of suggestions’ adding '...or perhaps the opposite?’ For example, 'does it hurt before eating...or after 

eating? Is the pain in your stomach...or in other parts of your tummy?’ The resulting sentences won't be included in the annals of the Royal College, but the 

final effect is appropriate for the purpose that we pursue: avoiding mechanical 'yes and no answers'. 

  

Even more dangerous are the induced response questions. For example, the professional says: 

  

 I assume you have not had chest pain here, right? 

 Yeah, but basically you seem cheerful, don't you? 

 I assume you have never vomited blood, have you? 

  

Instead, open questions with specific content have clear advantages. Observe, in the first example, an interviewer with no special skills, and the same patient 

in hands of a skilled interviewer. 

  

Interview with a novice 

P: You insist this is depression, but I have continued pains and they don't disappear, I am suffering. And I have so much to do at home! 

I: Are you tearful? 

P: Of course I am. This is due to how I see myself. 

I: Does your husband help you? 

P: My husband has a lot of work. He gets up at 6 am and he doesn't come back until dinner time. 

I: But, do you have a good relationship with your husband? Do you communicate well? 

P: He is bored with my complaints, as you can imagine. 

  



Interview with an expert 

/1/ P: You insist this is depression, but I have continued pains and they don't disappear, I am suffering. And I have so much to do at home! 

/2/ I (showing some empathy): I see... (Accompanying the transition): We will come back to your pain. Now, I would like to discuss another topic, for me to 

get to know you better, (open question): what do you do when you are alone? 

/3/ P: I like listening to music. I used to dance when I was home alone (laughing). I used to go out with some friends for a walk and we used to have a coffee 

in the park. 

/4/ I (showing some empathy): That is fine. (Open question): And when your husband comes back home, what does he usually do? 

/5/ P: He has a shower and we have dinner. 

/6/ I (closed questions): Do you talk while having dinner? 

/7/ P: We watch TV. It is the only time of day we can watch sport. 

/8/ I (confirmatory sentence): Of course, do you also enjoy watching football? 

/9/ P: No, I don't like it at all, but what can I do? 

/10/ I (open question with behavioural signalling value): And at night, what type of person is your husband? 

/11/ P: He goes about his business, he does as he pleases, you understand ... 

/12/ I (closed question): Do you mean if he wants to make use of your marital relationship? 

/13/ P: Yes... 

/14/ I (confirmatory sentence ): But you do not want to do so. 

/15/ P (looking down): No ... 

/16/ I (closed question with emotional signalling value): Have you ever been afraid of him? 

  

The patient begins to cry, and from this point the clinician can establish a picture of domestic abuse. 

  

Note the use of closed and inconclusive questions from the first interviewer versus a more open technique from the second interviewer but, at the same time 

the second interview contains a very specific content. In particular we can point out from the second interview the following interventions: 

  



/2/I (showing some empathy): I see... (Accompanying the transition): We will come back to your pain. Now, I would like to discuss another topic, for me to 

get to know you better, (open question): what do you do when you are alone? 

  

With this intervention the interviewer cleaves the patient’s reality into two levels: the level of complaints, which he promises to come back to later, and the 

level of everyday life, which shifts the focus of attention. Thus, he manages to lower the defences of the patient and gets into the social aspects by talking 

about her hobbies. The following questions or interventions are also very specific, getting the interviewer literally into the patient's reality. He wants to see 

what happens and the feelings that the patient has in these circumstances. We recommend to the reader that it is this effort to see what is happening, more 

than a particular technique, which guides the interviewer. All this allows him to say: 

  

/10/ I: And at night, what type of person is your husband? 

This is an open question, but a very specific one and with a well defined symbolic content. Thus, we should add that it has a behavioural signalling value and 

possibly emotional signalling because ultimately, it will make the patient think about her emotional and sexual relationships. It would have also been 

appropriate to ask questions like: Is he affectionate towards you, for example does he hug you? Does he say loving things? Etc. Finally, to get into the topic 

of domestic abuse: 

  

/16/ I: Have you ever been afraid of him? 

  

This question is a true 'trump', of high performance. In table 3.2 we summarise other 'aces' indicating the clinical settings in which they can be used. 

  

Other ways to get enquire about marital relations: 'Is it a pleasant relationship? Have you ever felt that his comments hurt you?'. Note that in all situations 

in Table 3.2, it is essential to draw a picture with concrete data of the patient's reality (The pathographic display technique, which we will talk about later) 

  

 

 

 

 



Table 3.2 

Trumps 

 

Intervention 

Have you ever thought about harming yourself? 

Has a family member (or your partner) ever complained about your alcohol intake?   

It is easy to miss taking your tablets, has this happened to you? 

What type of person is your husband at night? 

 Have you ever felt scared of him? 

Clinical context 

A suspicion of suicidal ideation 

Alcohol misuse suspected 

We suspect poor adherence to medication 

Sexual problems suspected 

A suspicion of domestic abuse 

 

  

  

  

The importance of taking a focussed history. Chronology and associated symptoms. 

Work on evaluation of clinical competence highlighted a deficit in taking a focussed history and doing a physical examination (Sunol R, 1992, Barragan N, 

2000, Borrell C, 1990; Prados JA, 2003). Even experienced clinicians take for granted too much data. They don't find out the chronology of events in 

sufficient detail, and don't look for associated symptoms. This in part is due to a lack of time. We give more value to simplifying interview strategies than 

strategies that minimise the risk of a clinical error. 

  

  

We have mentioned that focused history taking does not end until the clinician is able to write a report detailing the onset of the symptoms, the nature of the 

symptoms and the variation of the symptoms over time, trigger factors which worsen or improve the symptom, and any associated symptoms. 

  



Any objective data (signs) or subjective data (symptoms) can lead to the diagnosis, we mean; it can become a guide symptom or sign. Let's see some 

technical aspects necessary to obtain quality data with the method we call pathographic display: 

  

1. Chronology (film of events). The inexperienced clinician usually finds out in detail the quality of the symptom(s). But they often forget 

the chronology or the timeline of events: when it started, whether it was intermittent and if there were intervals with no symptoms, if it has 

happened before, if it is improving or worsening. However finding the film of the facts is invaluable. A headache that lasts three months and 

gradually becomes worse to the point of disturbing sleep should alert us. Be precise: a date is better than 'weeks'. Be thorough: Is always the same 

intensity? Do you have asymptomatic intervals? Etc. 

2. Plot (soundtrack). Knowing the film of events we are going to add the soundtrack. What is your pain like? How strong is it? Where is it? Does it 

radiate anywhere? As we said previously, we will move from open questions to the menu of suggestions and finally to closed questions (Figure 3.1). 

For example, when we ask about a headache it is preferential to ask: ‘please can you point to the area of your head which hurts most' to 'does it hurt 

here? (Pointing to a specific part). If, for example, we say: 'does the entire head hurt (emphasising it) or just here?’ the patient could understand, at 

a non-verbal level, that we expect to be 'all' of their head. It would be, therefore, a question with an induced response. We will invite the patient to 

locate the discomfort in their body, preferring to point an area than a verbal reference. Occasionally, we will ask the patient to describe whether the 

discomfort is superficial or deep, and if 'it goes anywhere else', a sentence that is better understood that the word 'radiation'. We will always try to 

avoid medical jargon such as 'dyspepsia', 'gastritis', ‘migraine’, even if we think the patient will understand it. 

3. Biographic impact (relieving factors). And now we need to find out the relieving factors. This is of vital importance in relation to the symptoms, 

factors that exacerbate or relieve the symptoms, what the patient does to improve their symptoms. Don't forget to enquire about the psychosocial 

aspects in this part and also the hypothesis that the patient has constructed to explain what is happening. Whenever we can we will quantify the 

patient's suffering (for example, distance the patient is able to walk without discomfort, the number of steps the patient can take without having to 

stop, etc.). The importance of the symptoms to the patient or the impact on the patient will be established from things that the patient stops doing or 

does in a limited way: 'what impact does the have pain on your life?’ We will find out which factors may exacerbate or relieve the pain: 'have you 

noticed anything that makes your pain better? Or worse?’ Finally, ask about the presence or absence of associated symptoms: for example, in the 

case of epigastric pain: 'what is the pain like after eating?’ Associated symptoms are closely related to each presenting complaint and their 

differential diagnoses. In general, the positivity or negativity of a symptom associated opens the door of a diagnosis to us (for example, abdominal 

discomfort which improves in the absence of dairy products may indicate lactose intolerance, or the presence of blood in chronic diarrhoea points to 



inflammatory bowel disease), hence the importance of knowing the cluster of questions and the exploratory data literally hanging from every 

symptom or presenting complaint. A good guide can be found at Kraytmann (1983). In any case, we must give ourselves time to open our library of 

clinical situations and retrieve this information. A good technique for this is theSummary of information obtained. 
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Figure 3.1 

Use of techniques to obtain specific data 

  

  

Summary of information obtained. 

This technique increases the reliability, reality and validity of the data obtained. We offer the patient a summary of the data, adding a question at the end: 

‘Do you think that this summary is a good reflection of what is happening? Have we forgotten to add anything? Would you remove anything? 

  

The use of this technique has surprising results. The patient feels listened to, but also participates directly in the final picture which forms in our heads. The 

flow of communication and the quality of data are also reinforced. Note the following example of a patient who believed he had a brain tumour and 

complained of constant headaches: 

  

I: I'm going to make a summary of the information that I've obtained from your symptoms. Please listen to me carefully and if I say something that is not 

right, don’t hesitate to correct me. If I have understood things correctly, you have had a headache for three months, located in the front of your head and 

which is worse in the afternoons. You’ve almost never had discomfort in the morning, although you are having the pain almost daily, is that right? But it 

seems for three weeks in October, you were almost well and didn’t need to take any painkillers, did you? The three weeks when your headaches were better, 

coincided with a trip to the countryside. On the other hand, when you have a headache and you take paracetamol this gives little relief, even taking 

naproxen doesn’t help the pain... am I going in the right direction? 

  

In this case, the interviewer did not include in the summary that these headaches had started after the patient heard that a friend had been diagnosed with a 

brain tumour, as he didn’t want to prematurely imply that the diagnosis had a psychological aspect. He decided to talk about it in another moment of the 

relationship. On the other hand, he took good care to confirm that for three weeks the patient had been pain free, as this data along with the absence of 

morning headaches, makes a diagnosis of intracranial hypertension much less likely (negative predictive value). 

  



  

Physical examination, if appropriate 

Physical examination begins when the patient comes into the room. Listening to the patient is already exploring. Observing also is exploring. Far from 

dividing the exploratory part of the interview into history taking and physical examination, we assume that they are two facets of the same argument. In 

addition, physical examination is part of the interpersonal relationship. What can we say about a pair of hands that do not know how to approach a painful 

abdomen? This undoubtedly discredits all the academic qualifications which may hang on the wall of the consulting room. Physical examination has also a 

deep symbolic meaning. It's about getting to know another reality, the patient’s reality and to some extent, all about their privacy. There's a common 

patient reaction when the clinician doesn't perform a physical examination. They usually say something like: «He didn’t even look at me». There's the 

possibility that the clinician has formed an adequate idea of the problem after half an hour of thorough focused history taking, but from the patient's point 

of view the clinician hasn't even bothered to “look at me” since there hasn't been any physical contact. The opposite happens when the patient comments: 

“he has examined me properly”. Physical examination in this context always means exploration. A psychiatrist, for example, is never going to examine in the 

same manner, not even when their psychopathological exploration has been spotless. Questions can often overwhelm the patient, but examination pacifies 

them. “A specialist did the same thing as you’ve just done”, could be the kind of comment a happy patient makes to their GP. One of the great things of the 

clinical act above all is this recognition of physicality, identifying with the other person (and to some extent, putting ourselves in other person's shoes). 

  

We understand by basic physical examination the group of techniques that has a maximal yield for detecting prevalent diseases in each age group and sex. 

This group of techniques makes us used to the patient's body, its characteristics and what the patient's understands as normal or abnormal. On the other 

hand, a problem based physical examination (PBPE) (Borrell F, 2002, a, b) consists of a selection of different manoeuvres, orientated around the symptoms 

whose purpose is to guide us to the cause of the symptoms. For example: ' This patient has pins and needles in both hands, so I must rule out the possibility 

of carpal tunnel syndrome with Phalen’s and Tinel’s tests. 

  

The best performance of a physical examination occurs when the basic physical examination is combined with the problem based physical examination. On 

the other hand, it is a mistake to think that history taking goes first and then the physical examination. In reality, as we examine the patient some hypothesis 

may occur to us and to corroborate them, we combine questions with examination manoeuvres. This is what we call history taking integrated in the physical 

examination. 



  

Practical example: a 'broken' patient 

Abbreviations: D: doctor; P: patient 

TASK DIALOGUE 

Reading the most important data and planning the objectives Doctor reviews the patient's medical records. He sets his own goals: 'it's 

been long time since this patient last attended and he hasn’t had the 

minimum health promotion done, this must be done'. 

Cordial greeting  D (shaking hands): How are you Mr Saunders? 

 The patient defines the presenting complaint  P: Fine thanks, I come as I am concerned about something... I'm afraid I 

have broken something, I am 'broken'. 

Preventing additional demands D: I will examine you shortly but, is there anything else you would to ask 

me about? 

P: No, no 

D: Tell me more about this pain. 

Active listening, vanishing point P: I was carrying a heavy weight and I felt a severe pain in my groin. 

D: When did this happen? 

P: A month ago 

Makes a focused history of the groin discomfort, but when some   



discordant data appears, he also integrates it into the focused 

history. 

D: Since then, how have you been feeling? 

P: Fine, but I am constipated. 

D: Do you feel a lump or do you have pain in the groin? 

P: No I don’t have a lump or pain, but I feel very constipated and 

someone told me that this is a symptom of an obstructed hernia. 

  Ascertains and completes data   

D: Did you open your bowels every day before? 

P: Yes, I think so... 

D: Do you remember having any previous episodes of constipation like 

this one? 

P: No, I don't. 

D: How long have you been constipated? 

P: Around three weeks... 

  

Summary D: Let's see... if I've understood this correctly, you think you are 'broken' 

because you felt a pain when you lifted a heavy weight, but you don't 

have any discomfort in the groin. You are concerned about your 

constipation. 

P: Yes, this is. 

Ascertains and completes data D: Have you lost any weight? 

P: No, no. But during the night, I have to get up and go to the fridge. I 

eat anything I have in front of me. 



Tries to jump to the psychosocial aspect D: Do you feel hungry or do you feel anxious? 

P: I feel anxious, worried, I don't know... well... my daughter has left 

home, things happen. 

Suggested addition with signalling value D: But you cannot stop worrying. 

The patient returns to their physical symptoms and the clinician 

respects this 'resistance' to talk about the psychological aspects 

Yes, I think this makes me more constipated. I open my bowels once or 

twice a week now, but I used to open my bowels every day. 

Activates focused history, concentrating on the constipation again D: Do you have hard stools? 

P: Yes, sometimes when I open my bowels I can see blood in my 

stool...but I have haemorrhoids. 

D: What is the blood like? 

P: The colour?...It is red, bright red and around the stools. This has been 

happening this week, but it has never happened before. 

D: have you tried a laxative or anything like that? 

P: No, my wife says I could try an onion enema, what do you think? 

Attempt a psychosocial jump again, being very careful not to force 

the patient’s resistance. 

D: Well, we can talk about this later. Now I would like to know how your 

mood is. 

P: I am always very positive, but after everything that has happened at 

home... it is very hard... so I would rather not talk about it. 

A bridging sentence to accommodate the physical examination. You 

have planned an examination, but during the examination some new 

D: Of course. Let's move to the examination couch and check if you are 

'broken'. We could also do a general examination, if that is ok? 



areas from the history taking will be opened depending on the 

findings. 

  

  

  

Observe the set of these techniques in the practical example 'a broken patient'. The first few minutes of the interview has revealed quite a lot of data and 

quite complex has material come up. Has the focused history been adequate? We can apply the clinical report technique, we can try to synthesise the data 

we have found: 'a patient without any significant past medical history and with some health promotion data needing completion, comes to the clinic as he 

thinks he has an inguinal hernia after lifting something heavy a month ago. He has been constipated for the last 3 weeks without any previous history of 

constipation. He has rectal bleeding in the form of fresh blood around his stools. He thinks both processes are related'. At this point we can see that the 

chronological characterisation of the blood in the stools has not been sufficiently completed. Missing questions such as: has this happened previously? Is this 

only recent, as the story seems to infer? Finally, the clinical can plan a problem based physical examination, for example: 'a basic examination needs to be 

done to this patient to complete the basic data, a superficial and deep examination of his abdomen needs to be performed, including a specific examination 

to detect an inguinal hernia and I must do a rectal examination looking for blood, anal fissures or haemorrhoids (mostly internal) and tumours'. It is 

important that each manoeuvre has intentionality: 'in the rectal exam I will look for anal fissures, internal haemorrhoids and tumours'. A hunter does not 

catch anything if he is not careful, if he cannot imagine the type of movement the brush makes that suggests there is hidden prey. Something similar 

happens with the physical examination: we are hunting for abnormalities, but to find them we must evoke the image of what we are looking for, even before 

performing the manoeuvre. 

  

Mistakes to avoid 

  

We summarise in Table 3.3 the main errors that should be avoided, errors that are discussed below. 

  

Table 3.3. 



Technical mistakes in the exploratory part 

Intuitive interviewers and field dependence. 

Focalised interviewers 

Blocking patients and interviewers who ask a lot, but... by using closed questions 

Skimming too quickly over the psychological aspects 

  

  

Intuitive interviewers and field dependence 

Please read these definitions carefully: The intuitive interviewer has a tendency to make up data which actually has not been proven sufficiently. The field 

dependent interviewer: his attention floats over materials that come out in conversation, without following an interview plan. Unfortunately, both 

syndromes can often co-exist in the same person, giving a typical pattern of dispersed interviewer. For example: 

  

P: The itching in my legs doesn't allow me to sleep. I did what you told me and used the glycerine soap I also wash my clothes with this soap, but it has made 

no difference at all... 

I: Does by chance the itching get worse with temperature changes? 

P: I think is the bed... I get into the bed and the itching starts... could it be fleas? 

I (loses his interview plan and falls into the field dependence): Do you have pets? 

P: We had to give away a cat years ago because it gave me asthma. 

I (field dependence again): But now you no longer have asthma symptoms, do you? 

  

Respecting the will of the patient is an objection which is often used as a reason not to follow the interview plan. However, our goal is to obtain good data for 

our brain in order to think better and to be able to make better decisions. There is only one situation when is better to be dependent on the field: when we 

want our interviewee to feel comfortable, Shea (2002) has named this strategy 'feeding the homeless'. In the sense of wandering around with the patient, in 



an unhurried manner, seeing the material they select. It is an appropriate strategy to meet a suspicious or defensive patient, if we have an interview plan as 

a reference. 

  

Focalised interviewers 

These are interviewers who contemplate the spectrum of health-disease from a psychosocial perspective or a biological perspective, but have difficulty in 

integrating the two perspectives. They are unable to take an extended history, that is, history taking that considers not only the package we call focused 

history taking, but also the other two packages: the psychosocial and the patient-centred packages. We distinguish three types of focalisations: 

  

 Biological focus: Everything psychological remains in a residual category typed as: 'anxious-depressive', 'functional' or worse still, 'hysterical'. A 

biologically-focused professional will believe that, first and foremost, the 'organic' cause must be ruled out, and then we will consider the 

psychological 'by exclusion' of other causes. It is very common that in a patient who complains of 'feeling dizzy' we check their blood pressure, we 

perform otoscopy, fundoscopy and neurological examination... but nobody asks how their mood is! In table 3.1 we illustrate some questions for what 

we call the psychosocial jump. 

 Psychological focus: A psychological focus consists of attributing the causes of suffering exclusively to psychosocial factors, and the search is focused 

on this field. Medical professionals often forget the psychosocial aspects of the illness (Engel GL, 1977; 1980), while nurses have, on occasions, the 

opposite trend. A dermatological problem can be interpreted as 'poor hygiene', high blood pressure readings or blood sugar levels to 'she is always 

nervous', etc. While a patient often excuses a professional who confuses their depression with osteoarthritis, it they do not often forgive the opposite 

mistake. The verb 'balint' has been coined (verb derived from Balint, in allusion to the well-known psychiatrist, Gask L, 1988; Aseguinolaza L, 

2000), to refer to the following scenario: 'A complicated patient in whom a concrete disease or a lasting relief weren't found, that after empathic 

listening, the patient shares a relevant intrapersonal conflict; after sharing this conflict, their symptoms disappear'. Without a doubt, some patients 

may respond to this scheme, but they are very few. In general, we can say that a purely psychological approach means ignoring relevant organic 

causes of the disease. Imagine patients with hypothyroidism, with their tiredness, aches and sleep disorder, being subjected to a third degree cross-

examination in search of the conflict they have to verbalise to begin to heal. Everyone has some degree of conflict or psychosocial stress, so these 

kind of connections are plausible if the interviewer perseveres with them, and with impressionable patients you can cause them to refer to sexual 

abuse that has not happened (so called "false memories of abuse', Ratey JJ, 2002, p. 270). 



 Symptoms focus: it takes only one question such as: 'are you happy with what you are studying?', 'how is your mother feeling?' for the person to 

come into the consultation instead of the disease. Gross DA (1998) found more satisfaction in interviews where some social interaction was 

produced. However, despite requiring a minimum of effort, many interviewers prefer to remain in the tangle of symptoms appreciating only 

exploring things on a superficial level. 

  

So, and as a practical conclusion of the foregoing up to here, how should one proceed to a collection of data that has enough bio-psychosocial 'extension'?: 

  

1. Practice the 'vanishing point' of the interview and the 'emptying of pre-made information'. 

2. Be aware of the first hypotheses that occur to you. Practice reframing to doubt this, with the 'reverse hypothesis 'technique': 'I'm considering a 

hypothesis of a biological nature... and if the problem was in the psychosocial sphere?' Or vice versa. 

3. Bring the 'whole person' into the consultation. Although you only need to ask a question concerning interests, hobbies or family... do it! 

  

Blocking patients and interviewers who ask a lot but... by using close questions! 

The natural tendency of any interviewer is to use closed questions, i.e. questions that can be answered with a 'yes' or a 'no', and to focus their attention on 

the aspects of the presenting complaint, which can be solved more easily. This combination leads to induced interrogations: we take the 'clearer' symptoms 

and we forget the most vague and difficult to work with. 

  

The less effort a patient has to make to answer a question, less reliable the answer. It may also be that the patient answers 'yes' or 'no' to a closed question 

with the secret hope of pleasing the interviewer. Avoid this trend by including sentences such as: 'tell me more', 'what else happened?', etc in your repertoire 

of skills. 

  

Skimming too quickly over the psychological aspects 

Respect the patient’s psychological defences. Note the aggressive style of the interviewer: 

  



P: I have come about this headache. I think it comes from my neck. 

I (making a premature emotional signal): You look worried, even sad. 

P: No at all, I feel fine. 

I (Again using an emotional signal, followed by an interpretation): I note you close your hand and you frown as if you are experiencing a lot of tension. 

  

In terms of emotions, everything has its own pace. Cautious approaches have advantages: 

  

I (while examining the previous patient): I see your muscles are very tense... 

P: I’m always told this, but I'm fine. 

I (suggested interpretation): Sometimes stress, or everyday problems, show themselves in our backs... 

P: I don’t think so. I have this headache and it is not related to stress. 

I (giving in): of course, your headache. Let's take your blood pressure... 

  

Although we have a strong suspicion that there are psychosocial elements influencing the patient's symptoms, we will have to delay addressing them until 

the patient opens the door slightly. 

  

Situations Gallery 

In this section we will examine: 

  

 The vague patient. 

 Difficulties getting into the psychosocial aspects. 

 Starting from scratch! 

 Pelvic examination. 

 History taking of sexual behaviour and risk assessment. 

  



The vague patient 

Assume that the doctor has already introduced himself and properly greeted the patient when this scene begins. 

  

Abbreviations: D: doctor; P: patient. 

/1/P: Doctor, I wake up very often during the night to pass urine. 

/2/D: Do you have a burning sensation when you pass urine? 

/3/P: No, what happens is that I get nervous and I have to get up. 

/4/D: And why are you nervous? 

/5/P: I don't have any reason to be nervous... I think I wake up because I feel some nerves in my legs and if I don't get up... I explode 

/6/D: So, you come today because you don't sleep well at night, do you? 

/7/P: No, I come today because I have to go to get up at night very often to pass urine. 

/8/D: And then do you pass a lot of urine? 

/9/P: Sometimes only a little bit, that is why I am surprised. 

/10/D: And sometimes you don’t even pass urine? 

/11/P: Yes, I do. 

/12/D (irritated): So what a mess, there is no clarification. 

  

Comments 

1. Has the doctor any reason to complain about this patient who is seemingly confused in their responses? 

Doctors have an idealised image of how a good patient should be. We would like the patient to understand our haste and collaborate by providing reliable 

and ordered data. When the opposite happens, we cannot avoid feelings of irritability, and we easily think: 'this patient is so annoying' rather than think: 

'the data I need to get a good diagnosis is here, but it depends on my ability to know how to get it. Patients do not have any obligation to be the good patients 

that practitioners want, and instead this idea of a good patient harms the interviewer who holds it. The right question is not: 'why isn’t this patient a good 

patient?', but: 'what should I do to accommodate this patient?’ 

  



2. Does the doctor make any mistakes? If so, which ones? 

The interviewer still corresponds to a field-dependent style. As previously described: field dependent interviewers set the questions and the interview plan in 

general, from data provided by the patient at each point of the interview without generating the necessary hypotheses to 'detach from' the symptomatic field 

and to create a proper interview plan. 

  

3. Does the Doctor’s clarification of the presenting complaint in /6 /seem correct to you? 

/6/D: So, you come today because you don't sleep well at night, do you? 

  

Clarifications always help though, as in this case, they are not formed in a particularly skilled manner. They help because they force the clinician and 

patient to agree on the material they are going to work with together. 

It is preferable to obtain a 'no' or a rectification from the patient to an inaccurate clarification, than a forced agreement. 

  

4. Could you think of any possible diagnosis which could justify this patient's presenting complaint? 

If the doctor applied the textual listening technique (read what they have just heard as if it were written and belonged to an anonymous patient), he would 

obtain the following semiological data: 

  

 This is a 55 year old lady who has to get up at night to urinate. 

 She describes feeling a sensation of 'nerves in the legs' which force her to get up, and if she doesn't do this she 'explodes' 

 There aren’t any clear urinary symptoms being described. 

  

 If the doctor 'had read' this data, as now you do, instead of 'having heard' it in a slightly confused context, he would certainly consider the following 

possibilities: 

  

 Restless legs syndrome in a person who additionally suffers from urinary frequency of another origin. 

 An initial presentation of heart failure with a degree of nocturnal paroxysmal dyspnoea, which the patient confuses with restlessness 

 Anxiety which the patient somatises as an urgency to urinate. 



  

We mention these possibilities, but undoubtedly there are more. What interests us here is the blockade to the patient’s story permitted by the clinician, and 

their anger at the patient's seemingly confused style. This irritation leads the clinician to trivialise the patient’s symptoms (‘these complaints are nonsense'). 

  

What must we do in such situations? 

1. There cannot be a good interview without defining the presenting complaint well. Direct the interview towards achieving this, even if you have to 

interrupt a very talkative patient. The patient will accept the interruption and restarting the interview if the clinician does not show signs of nervousness or 

irritation. More specifically, the doctor will be able to 'draw' a map of complaints, which is, to explore all presenting complaints from the patient without 

ranking them, and to allow the patient to suggest to you the reason for consultation. For example: 

  

/4/D: Ok, and is there anything else worrying you? 

  

Opening the map of complaints allows the doctor to use it as a symptom-guide to choose the one that appears to be the most relevant. 

  

2. Let it be the patient be who chooses the importance of their symptoms. Sometimes it can be useful to say: 'Of all the things which you have told me about 

today, which has brought you in today?', or even, when the patient raises some difficult personal problems to solve we can try: 'what do you think I can do 

to help you?' 

  

3. Clarify: 'what do you understand about...?' Another similar technique is the forced clarification: 'please, could you try to explain your dizziness without 

using the word dizziness?’ 

  

4. A very useful technique is creating scenarios: 'How would you feel if you had to stand up?', 'What would happen if you had to walk a hill?' 'Let's imagine 

you find the shopping trolley and had to go up to the top floor', etc. 

  

5. Menu of suggestions: the discomfort you feel... is it a sharp pain or a feeling of pressure? 

  



6. When a patient expresses their self in very unclear way, or you have the feeling of 'being completely lost', consider the possibility of starting from scratch 

(as if you didn't know the patient) and apply the 'map of demands and complaints', 'pathobiography' and 'textual reading' techniques. In this situation, 

relax, take your time and let your mind work freely. Do not force yourself to 'demonstrate' that ' you were right', but quite the opposite: 'and what if I was 

going down the wrong path until now?' (This technique is named the 'reverse hypothesis technique'). Try to be a good listener to the echoes which the 

patient's words evoke in your head. How many times do clinicians recognize in hindsight that, at some point, we considered the correct diagnosis, but 

discarded it because we considered it to be 'unlikely'! 

  

7. In elderly patients and patients who are cognitively impaired, the help of a family member or a carer may be essential to enable the clinician to 

understand exactly what happens, what are their daily activities, whether they take their medication or not. This should be a team task. Sometimes our 

principal task consists of mobilising family resources so the patient is cared for in their family environment. 

  

We’re going to implement some of these ideas in the example above. Interestingly, the case is very easy to solve simply with the ‘repetition of words or 

phrases’ technique, which allows us to clarify the content of what the patient said: 

  

/1/P: Doctor, I wake up at night very often to urinate. 

/2/D: I see... Tell me more about that 

/3/P: I get nervous and I have to get up. 

/4/D: Are you nervous? 

/5/P: I don’t have any reason to be nervous. What happens is that I wake up because I feel some nerves in my legs and if I don't get up... I explode 

/6/D: I understand...if you don't wake up, you feel you would explode? 

/7/P: The feeling I have in my legs means I can’t hold them still. Touching the cold floor is the only thing which relieves the feeling. 

  

At this point is becoming quite clear that the patient describes restless legs syndrome, and that the confusion came from the relationship established with 

urination. 

Also note these skills in another fragment: 

  



/1/P: I feel dizzy; this tiredness is actually getting worse. I get up from the chair and I feel dizzy, I have palpitations and I feel short of breath too. I feel 

scared even walking into the corridor, as I know all my symptoms will get worse. 

/2/I (clarifying): What do you mean by dizziness? 

/3/P: When I wake up in the morning and when I get up from the chair, I start feeling the dizziness again. 

/4/I (forced clarification): Try to explain the feelings you have when getting out of bed without using the word dizziness. (Creating a scenario) You get up 

from your bed and... 

/5/P: Well, I get up and I lose my sight and then I feel sick! I say to myself, 'calm down, and don’t move your head' and then I seem to recover a bit. 

/6/I: Can you reach the toilet without help? 

/7/P: Yes, but holding onto the walls and walking little by little 

/8/I (menu of suggestions): Do you feel weak or do things spin around you? 

/9/P: As if I am losing sight of the world. Really really bad dizziness 

  

In just a few minutes of interview we have achieved relevant information about the patient’s symptoms, which guides us towards positional dizziness. 

However, several symptoms have appeared and we follow them: a) breathlessness on exertion; b) an increasing dizziness when the patient leaves the room. 

The initial data points towards heart or respiratory failure, the second part points towards symptoms of anxiety. We must follow each one of these 

possibilities. 

  

  

In summary, in front of a vague patient: 

 
 Delineate the presenting complaint and make a map of complaints. 

 Let the patient talk, but clarify what they are saying. 

 Classify the data as if you had to write a medical report. 

 'Read' the data from the patient as if they were 'another' patient. 

 

  



  

Difficulties getting into the psychosocial aspects 

We have previously referred to two types of very common difficulties in the exploratory part of the interview: a) drawing the chronology of the symptoms 

sufficiently, and b) addressing the psychosocial aspects. These difficulties are reflected in the following example: 

  

Dr.: How can I help you today? 

P: A get a very severe dizziness from time to time. I think I may have something in my ears. 

Dr.: Is there anything else? 

P: No, just this. But when I get feel dizzy, it is very strong, I almost fall over, I have to support myself, and then it disappears. I get very scared. 

Dr.: Have you noticed any hearing loss? 

P: No, no. 

Dr.: And double vision? Or headaches? 

P: No, nothing like that... 

Dr.: Have you had any ringing in your ears? 

P: No. 

Dr.: Ok, do you mind getting on the couch? I would like to examine you. 

  

Comments 

1. Have characteristics of the symptoms been sufficiently established? 

The interviewer ignores important aspects such as: when and how the symptoms started, what exactly the patient means by a sensation of dizziness, what 

has happened to the symptoms over time, what makes the dizziness worse or better, what the patient relates the symptoms to and what their beliefs and 

expectations are about these. Strangely, this type of short history taking is performed by professionals who have many years of clinical practice. It is as if by 

knowing the presenting complaint and the patient's appearance, they already knew what happens to the patient (intuitive interviewer). 

  

2. When can we be sure that we have made taken a sufficient history? 



We talked previously about the 'medical report technique'. It consists of asking yourself: 'with the data I have, could I make a clinical report about what is 

happening to this patient?' Try to document in the medical records a report which includes the how, when and where of the patient’s symptoms and you will 

immediately detect your gaps. 

  

3. Is it important to address the psychosocial aspects? 

It is very important. In a large proportion of patients suffering from dizziness, their symptoms are due to psychosocial processes such as: anxiety, 

depression, adaptive disorders, etc. The patient's hypothesis of, 'I think I have something in my ears', can make it difficult for the clinician to explore the 

psychosocial aspects. In any case, we must learn to distinguish the symptoms which could be due to an underlying psychosocial cause, and not hesitate to 

make the psychosocial leap. 

  

4. How can we get into the psychosocial aspects without raising psychological resistance? 

Some patients react badly when they are asked: 'Are you somewhat more anxious?', and especially if they are told directly: 'All this is anxiety'. Questions 

related to the 'psycho-social package' might be more acceptable to the patient if we start by saying something like: 'How do you rest at night? Or: 'how is 

your mood?' Although we do this, we could precipitate resistance like in the case we will analyse next. 

  

What must we do in such situations? 

Let's look at the example above, but selecting the moment when the professional makes the psychosocial leap: 

  

Dr. (summarising): if I understood correctly, you feel sudden dizziness, lasting just a few seconds, as if you are going to lose your balance. It happens 

anywhere and it has been going on for 2 months. Is this correct? 

P: Yes, it is. 

Dr. (psychosocial leap): Has your sleep become worse? 

P: Yes, it has. 

Dr. (After finding more details about the patient’s insomnia, they continue by saying) how is your mood at the moment? 

P: No, this is not related to stress, because I feel fine and not anxious. 



Dr. (facing psychological resistance to explore the 'mind'): I am not saying this is anxiety, but mood is one more aspect of humans, the desire to do things, 

hopes you may have right now... All those things also interest me. What about that? 

P: I don't have many hopes right now. 

Dr. (making an emotional signalling): You are saying this as if you were sad... 

P (tearful): As you would expect me to be since my wife has left me after 15 years of marriage! 

  

Resistance to tackling the psychological aspects doesn't mean a prohibition. In fact, patients showing more resistance tend to be those who need this type of 

approach the most. It is a painful step which must be handed with tact and an appropriate technique and skill. 

  

  

  

Remember, to do the psycho-social leap: 

 

 Start by finding out about the patient’s sleep pattern as this rarely 

elicits resistance. If you discover they are having nightmares, it may 

have direct relationship to the patient’s most hidden anxieties. 

 Continue with enquiring about the patient’s mood, hopes and concerns. 

 Avoid attributing symptoms to the 'nerves'. Choose diagnostic terms 

such as 'anxiety', 'stress' or other terms more suited to the clinical 

picture. 

 If the patient is reluctant to discuss the psychosocial elements, justify 

your interest in these aspects as a means to get to know them as a 

person, not just as a patient. 

 

  

  



Starting from scratch! 

Knowing patients for years undoubtedly has advantages, but it also leads to pathology of familiarity. First of all, seeing a patient regularly doesn't mean that 

we know them. It may well happen that all or almost all of the previous encounters were carried out on a superficial level, without a preventive assessment 

or a systems review. Secondly, we experience a false sense of security, as if by the fact of the patient having visited many times we have averted the worst 

case scenarios. This false security is increased with hypochondriacal patients in whom we have repeatedly excluded cancer. There comes a time in which this 

aphorism is true: 'you come to see me so much that I disregard you'. Thirdly, we process a lot of information provided by the patient as being 'already 

known' and do not consider it. We divide the profile of complaints into those 'already addressed in the past', and we selectively attend to the 'new' 

complaints. It is a good strategy if we are scrupulous and write down the exact profile of presenting complaints. There is a difference between the patient 

who presents with a loss of appetite, and only that, and the patient who is additionally losing weight. In fact, we must periodically reprocess the symptoms 

which may change in severity or intensity. Remember that a picture of diffuse body pain can precede the onset of cancer (McBeth J, 2003). 

  

Observe the following situation: 

  

P: I can't continue like this! Please take away this excruciating pain or refer me somewhere... 

I: I don't understand, what pain are you talking about? 

P: Pain in my whole body, you cannot imagine how much it hurts. 

I: (Reviewing his medical records): Let's see, I can see previous visits about your high blood pressure, diabetes and knee arthritis, but you have never 

complained of pain in your whole body before. 

P: I mentioned it on previous occasions and you ignored me. 

I: It is hard for me to have ignored a complaint which you have only told me about for the first time today, don't you think? 

  

Comments: 

1. Which is the best strategy in this type of interview? 



The best is to start as if we are seeing the patient for the first time, with the idea of forgetting what we know, any prejudice, and any feelings of irritation 

towards the patient. 'Not knowing always bothers us, but not knowing in the context of a patient who has come to see us in regularly in recent weeks, tends 

to irritate us. Starting from scratch is an exercise in true humility! 

  

2. What does 'starting from scratch' really mean? 

It means reviewing patient's medical records, verifying and completing generic data, particularly the family and psychological history, and start taking a 

new history at least on the current complaints. The pathobiography technique we saw in Chapter 2 can be of great help. 

  

What must we do in such situations? 

In the following situation the patient came seven days ago with acute bronchitis that has improved. Today he comes for review of his sick note. 

  

I: How do you feel Mr Wright? 

P: Bad. I feel very weak. I think that this time the bronchitis is very bad because I have to drag myself out of bed. 

  

After physical examination: 

  

I: I can see that your bronchitis has improved a lot. 

P: But I don't feel hungry and I am always sick. I am losing weight. I am not ready to go back to work. 

I: Ok, I will do a sick note for another week for you to recover. 

  

Seven days after the following conversation occurs: 

  

I: How are you feeling Mr Wright? Have you recovered now? 

P: No, not at all. You didn’t listen to me, and I've already told you that I feel very bad. 

I: Do you have a cough or are you bringing up any phlegm...? 

P: No, it’s not the cough which making me weak and is stopping me working. I am not working and am weak because I have lost 10 kilos in a week. 



I: Ten kilos in a week? This is ridiculous, it is completely impossible... 

P: Look at how loose my trousers are to see if it is impossible... 

  

At this point the interviewer literally does not know where to start, so he decides to start from scratch. After reviewing the patient’s family and past medical 

history, he addresses his current disease again, but from a new perspective. 

  

I: (Implementing the technique of visualisation chronology-plot-impact): Let's see, Mr. Wright, I would like to start from the beginning as if I’m seeing you 

for the first time. When did you start feeling unwell? 

P: In fact, for the last month I have felt my digestion is slow... Yes, I have not been eating well or feeling well after eating for a month. 

I: And then you had bronchitis. 

P: That's right, but I would say that I was already feeling weak... could it be that my defences are low? 

I (Ignoring the patient's questions and performing a summary): Allow me to continue: if I have understood correctly, you have lost your appetite and some 

weight over the last month... is that correct? 

P: I guess so. When I came with bronchitis, I asked for some blood tests and a chest x-ray, but you said it was not worth doing. 

I (Ignoring the accusation): Indeed, about 15 days ago you started coughing, having a fever and feeling more fatigued, is this right?... And when you 

recovered from the cough, you’ve still lost your appetite, and food, you say is disgusting... 

P: Exactly, I can't eat anything. I've been eating soups and juices for the last 10 days... could this be due to the antibiotics I was taking? But this was also 

happening before I took them. 

  

The interviewer continues with his task to establish that the patient has been off colour for a month on which a self-limiting acute bronchitis is added. Later 

investigations show the patient has stomach cancer which is beginning to invade the portal space. If the doctor had been stubborn in his first hypothesis 

('this patient only wants to lengthen his sick note'), he would have delayed the diagnosis with consequent blame from the patient: « you have 'you told me I 

had bronchitis and actually I had cancer'. 

  

  

  



Remember, in the face of an unclear clinical picture: 

 

 Start as if you do not knew the patient. 

 Practice the technique of ‘visualisation'. 

 Obvious as it may seem, be wary of any clinical picture, which has an 

important impact on the patient's life. Do not attribute secondary gain 

as the cause of the clinical picture until you have completed an 

exhaustive study. 

 

  

  

Pelvic examination 

In a culture of modesty, the pelvic examination is sometimes delayed to avoid making the patient feel uncomfortable. This is a big mistake. We should 

normalise this type of examination: 'we routinely do rectal examinations on people of your age', 'this examination is quick and is at least as important as an 

X-ray', etc. Observe how this practice nurse introduces a pelvic examination: 

  

  

N: We will now proceed to a pelvic exam. In your case I will need to make a pelvic examination with my fingers first to see if there is a problem with your 

womb. Sometimes a problem occurs in this part and we need to do a therapeutic curettage 

P: I had a scraping when I had an abortion. 

N: Then you know what I am talking about. Anyway, as you are not asleep now, after doing a pelvic examination with my fingers, I will introduce the 

speculum gently, and I will open it to see the cervix... you have had this done before, haven't you? 

P: Yes, for a smear test. 

N: I see, so you know it is not painful and it allows us to rule out any cancer or infection and to take a sample and analyse it in order to further check there 

is not a problem. Actually, I think that the problem may be in your womb, but while we are examining you, we can do a smear test. 



  

Comments 

1 Do you think there are any mistakes or aspects of the interview which could be improved? In general, the interviewer was very correct, but we could 

object to her saying: 

  

'Sometimes a problem occurs in this part and we need to do a therapeutic curettage'. At this point she is suggesting hypothetical events. 

'So you know it is not painful and it allows us to rule out any cancer or infection'. The word cancer has a high emotional content and it should be avoided. 

The patient may well think: 'I am having this test as they suspect I have cancer'. 

And later: 'I think that the problem may be in your womb, but while we are examining you, we can do a smear test'. 

  

It is inappropriate to give uncertain information (there is still no diagnosis and when we have a diagnosis, this should be given by the doctor), but it is also 

inappropriate when she says 'while we are examining you', as it implies we are carrying out a somewhat secondary test. 

  

How should we act in such situations? 

With assertion. If you do not give importance to modesty, the patient won’t either. For example: 

  

I (Rationality of the examination): We need to do a rectal examination to examine your prostate... (Establishing bidirectionality) Do you know what this 

examination involves? 

P: No, I have never had it before. But my father suffers from prostate cancer. 

I (converts the fear into preventive action): This is all the more reason to assess your prostate. The examination consists of feeling the prostate by inserting a 

finger into the anus... is not painful provided that you are relaxed... Please move to the couch and we will prepare you... 

  

Let's imagine that at this point the patient exhibits resistance and we consider this examination absolutely necessary: 

  

P: I would rather not to do this. 

I: (Finding out the patient's beliefs): Why is that? Is it fear, embarrassment or would you like to go to the bathroom first? 



P: A bit of everything.... 

  

The patient has not organized their thoughts. At this time we can opt to work through them a little bit more, applying motivational interviewing strategies, 

and even delay the examination by booking another appointment. But imagine that it is a test that we cannot postpone: 

  

I: In your case this test should not be postponed. (Normalises it) This test is something we do very frequently. (Legitimises it) It is normal to feel 

embarrassed, but think that for us it is something we are used to doing. (Favouring the patient’s control over the situation) If you would like to go to the toilet 

and come back in a few minutes it is not a problem, but I recommend that you do it now, although you don’t feel prepared. These things are often better if 

you don’t think about them too much, don't you agree? 

  

Avoid saying: 'if you prefer to come back another day, there is no rush...' as the patient may not come back. Do not mind being a bit insistent, because 

although the patient can consider you 'annoying' at the time, the prevailing thought will eventually be 'luckily I had the test done'. 

  

  

Remember, overcoming the culture of modesty means: 

 
 Be respectful of the patient's privacy, place a sheet or paper towel over 

their intimate parts, preserve their space with a curtain, etc. 

 Ask for consent for students to be present. 

 Explain the test and normalise their modesty or embarrassment. 

 Be very clear regarding the need for the examination: 'In the long run, 

this exam needs to be done, and it is better to do it now than later'. 

 

  

  



Taking a history of sexual behaviour and risk assessment 

To finish this situations gallery, we have chosen taking a sexual behaviour and risk assessment because of its importance. The techniques that we will see are 

similar to the ones we have to use to take a history of other behaviours (diet history, social history, etc.), with the exception that we are entering an area 

where we will have to build up the patient's trust. Note the following interview with a 24-year-old man: 

  

I: Before proceeding to address your cold, I would be like to speak to you a bit about risk behaviour. Are you gay or straight? 

P: I don't understand... 

I: Do you have sex with men or women? 

P (Laughing): Mostly with the TV. 

I: Do you masturbate? 

P: Whenever I am watching Heidi TV series.. 

I (Confused): Well, I suppose you must have porn videos and such ... right? 

  

The patient does not respond, looking at the interviewer with a mocking smile. The interviewer changes the subject. 

  

Comments 

1. What was the error made by this interviewer? 

The interviewer introduces the subject abruptly, which makes the patient defensive. He may have become annoyed by being suddenly asked about his sexual 

orientation and he has retaliated by mocking the interviewer. At this point the clinician doesn't know how to continue and changes the topic. 

  

2. How can we introduce the topic of sexuality without causing tension? Some patients tolerate, and even like being asked directly, but in general it is 

preferable to use a graded approach. For example: 

  

 Do you have a boyfriend/girlfriend, friend or partner? 

 How is your intimate relationship with your partner? 



 Sometimes chronic illnesses can cause sexual difficulties, have you noticed any problems? 

 Have you noticed any changes in your libido? 

 Many people today day are concerned about getting HIV; do you have any concerns about this or any risk of infection? (After the patient's answer 

the interviewer clarifies): As well as contracting it from a sexual relationship between a man and a woman by having intercourse without a condom, 

receiving a blood transfusion, sharing needles, and men, who have sexual relationships with men, are the most important risk factors... are you in 

any of these groups? 

  

What must we do in such situations? 

We must always try to earn the patient's trust with a gradual introduction to the subject, standardizing our questioning and moving from general questions 

on the subject to specific questions. In the following case, we are speaking to a 56-year-old woman. We suspect that there is a possible sexual problem that 

may be influencing her long-standing dysthymia. 

  

I: (Making a summary of the information obtained so far): I can see that your difficulties haven’t changed from what you told me three months ago. 

However, I would like to move a little further forward today. Something that we have never addressed is whether you are satisfied with your relationship 

with your husband. 

P: Well, once I told you that my husband keeps things to himself. He does not communicate. He watches TV, he reads things related to football, but he 

talks... little and badly. 

I  (Screening for domestic violence): have you ever felt threatened? 

P: No, never. I don't know how to say this, he isn’t a very affectionate person, but he has never been violent to me. 

I (Suggested interpretation): If I clarify, your complaint would be rather a lack of affection... 

P: Yes, it is. 

I: And on a more personal level, is there an intimate relationship? 

P: No, because he is unable to talk about serious topics. 

I (He realises that the patient hasn't understood, so he clarifies the question): I mean what is your sexual relationship with your partner like... 

P: For at least three years he hasn't asked me anything. Sometimes I tell him 'we are very young to be celibate, why don't you go to the doctor?' But he 

doesn't want to discuss it. He says that his hernia prevents it. You tell me... 



  

Don't forget the golden rule: For sexual and risk behaviours we always need to be very clear. We can start the dialogue in a metaphorical way, but if we 

have to ask a second time we must make our communication as clear as possible. 

  

Remember, for risk behaviours: 

 
 Start history taking the history in a way that doesn't cause friction: 

'what do you drink while having lunch?' or if assessing suicide risk: 'do 

you think that life is worth living?’ 

 While having a conversation, be very clear: 'how many liqueur coffees 

do you have in the morning?' or: 'have you made any plans to harm 

yourself?’ 

 At some point comment: 'It is very common to talk about/examine this, 

don't worry'. What is normal for you will seem normal to the patient. 

 

  

  

Advanced Concepts 

Generally, the different phases of the interview analysed up to here take a very short amount of time. We greet the patient, we find out the presenting 

complaint, and in less than a minute we proceed to the verbal exploration. In the initial moments of the interview, the interviewer will have proceeded to 

obtain the readymade information, and apply techniques of narrative support. From the initial information; the interviewer will have generated their first 

hypothesis trying to answer two important questions: 'What is happening to the patient?', and 'what am I expected to do?’ This is the framing or the 

interview's intention. The interviewer will start making assumptions in an automatic way (hypothesis generating), and from them they will produce an 

interview plan (Burack RC, 1983; Esposito V, 1983; Boucher FG, 1980). In the following pages we will see the necessity of combining these hypotheses and 



thoughts (advanced interview plan) with a basic interview plan. Following this and using the data we have obtained, we need to apply a process to decide 

which hypothesis to keep. This is a highly complex process where we combine two types of thought: intuitive thought (or thought guided by analogies and 

similarities) and thought guided by criteria. Finally, we will examine the bio-psycho-social model and what it brings to the diagnostic task. 

  

Drawings in the mind 

One of the most important challenges we face in the clinical interview is whether different clinicians obtain a similar diagnosis in the same patient and 

clinical situation. Studies on the subject are named diagnostic variability studies and they cover the fields of both medicine and nursing. We have the 

impression that one of the key elements which explains the differences between clinicians when analysing their patients' problems is the way in which they 

learn, or expressed another way, by the images in their mind of the different problems or clinical situations. Let's briefly examine this point and we will also 

give some pointers on how we can share these mental drawings more efficiently, which is so important when interpreting the clinical reality. 

  

First statement: when we try to understand a clinical situation, we don't use an intuitive method. It is not true that we collect data and a diagnosis or a way 

of describing the problem just appears in front of us. We always have a few previous schemes or models, which we use to interpret the reality of the 

situation. Knowledge, as Popper understands, is always reasoned (Popper K, 1972). Due to this, for many years doctors have been applying all kinds of 

diagnoses to patients with fibromyalgia, and we now probably see patients who in the future we will group under different headings. We only see what we 

are prepared to see. We only see what we somehow already have in our brain as a model. 

  

Second statement: when we see a particular patient we only apply a part of what we know. This paradox is similar to the student that finds a multiple choice 

exam easier than an exam with short answer questions. In the first case 'how things sound' is more than enough to answer the question; in the second case, 

the student has to summarise their knowledge to explain it in a reasoned manner. It is another way of studying. Similarly, the clinician has to summarise 

what they have learnt to use the information and explain this to the patient. As Schon (1987) points out there is a knowledge in action, almost automatic 

knowledge that we can retrieve in front of the patient; and on the other hand, there are many skills that would be able to retrieve in an exam, but that we 

are unable to retrieve in front of a patient. Think how much it takes you get used to prescribing a completely new medication out of habit, and how many 

times you have to look at the BNF to reassure yourself. Or how dangerous is to interpret an x-ray in front of the patient, during the consultation, compared 

at the end of the clinic and we have our time entirely dedicated to it. 



  

There are two consequences of this approach: on the one hand, in relation to how to study, and on the other, to how to plan the interview to get the best 

result. 

  

Study clinic. A way to study clinical skills (keeping with the idea of 'knowledge in action') is the technique we term package to use. Table 3.4 shows an 

example of a case of fibromyalgia, and how a clinician without expertise performs the clinical reasoning for it, from the literature he reviews. The table is 

not intended to be a review of the condition, but it illustrates the discursive process we propose 

Planning the interview. The second factor we touched on is that we have to give ourselves time to obtain quality data, without rushing into trying to make a 

diagnosis and 'knowing what to do as soon as possible'. To do this we have to combine a basic plan (the essential tasks), with an advanced plan (tasks that 

occur on the basis of materials provided by the patient). Let’s look at this in more detail. 

  

Table 3.4. 

Package to use: fibromyalgia as an example 

When I shall suspect it: in cases of diffuse pain, pain without a definite cause, pain which is expressed in a dramatic manner, polymyalgia in 

patients with insomnia or patients with a weary or depressed appearance. 

  

Verification points: pain in 9 of the 18 standard points, with discomfort for at least three months, ask about sleep and mood, but without causing 

resistance, exclude arthritis, fever and systemic symptoms... 

  

Conditions which present similarly: depression or emotional distress, polymyalgia rheumatica, systemic diseases. 

In my case, I have the following difficulties with the assessment: I am unclear of the exact location of the fibromyalgia points and the pressure I 

need to use to assess them. It is urgent that I learn this with an expert. Until this aspect is clear I am not in a position to make this diagnosis. 

  

Red flags in communication with the patient: I should avoid frightening the patient by using the word 'fibromyalgia', because the patient may 



associate this term with a serious illness. 

  

Red flags in diagnosis: I should not use the diagnosis before confirming biological normality. 

Treatment options: first choice, low dose amitriptyline; second option: muscle relaxants and other selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs). 

  

Red flags in treatment: not having in depth knowledge of the use of this drug and how patients should respond to treatment and the side effects. 

Nor do I know the next step if amitriptyline is not effective. Before proceeding to treat the patient, I must clarify these points. 

This example simulates how a clinician who does not know this disease packages the information in order to use it in a specific clinical situation. 

  

  

Basic and advanced interview plan 

Imagine a clinician trying to discern the nature of chest pain in a 23 years old patient without any risk factors. 'The pain goes from my stomach, up to my 

chest and it feels very tight, I am worried it is my heart' says the young man. How does the clinician rule this out? 

  

On one hand, he has a basic interview plan that must be completed: 'active listening', a 'focused history' package, and a basic physical examination. But as 

he progresses in the focused history package, diagnostic hypotheses occur to him: 'and if he had oesophagitis?' This scenario raises the question: 'when you 

go to sleep or you lie down, do you feel acid coming up into your mouth?' Therefore, we construct our listening and our questions from two types of leads: 

  

 A very generic lead (the left part of Figure 3.2) which indicates large areas and issues that need to be addressed: how, when and where of the pain, 

factors that exacerbate or relieve it, the patient's beliefs, etc. 

 A specific lead to diagnostic hypotheses which appear as being plausible. For example: 'this pain could be due to pericarditis, therefore I have to 

ask, etc.' 

  



Figure 3.2 shows how combining the basic and advanced plans leads to the interview finally carried out. 

  

Therefore, the interview plan is changing at every bend in the road, depending on both the verbal exploration and the exploratory data arising. And here is 

where a good clinician overcomes three pitfalls to produce the data. 
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Figure 3.2. 

Basic and advanced interview plan: verification points. 

  

  

Three difficulties in interpreting and formulating clinical data. Concept of critical stress 

There are three obstacles we must overcome when we produce the data which we have collected in the history taking and physical examination (Table 3.5). 

  

Table 3.5. 

The three obstacles to making a good interview plan 

 Reconcile and complete the basic interview plan with the advanced interview plan. Avoid insights and field dependent trends. 

 Perform reframing of the first hypothesis. Overcome your reluctance and laziness in order to 'rethink' the patient. 

 Delay the resolution of the interview. Withstand critical tension. 

  

  

Firstly, we have to avoid the temptation of 'taking shortcuts', either via intuition or by forgetting (in the example above, we may forget about the chest pain 

if we become too focused on the epigastric pain). These shortcuts sometimes lead us to not complete the basic plan; for example, we find tonsils covered in 

pus and then do not examine the chest. 

  

A second pitfall consists of overcoming our laziness, in order to deny the first hypothesis. In the case below (Figure 3.2) the first hypotheses are: The 

patient's anxiety or apprehension. But on performing the basic examination, the doctor finds hepatomegaly. Is the doctor required to modify his first 

hypothesis? That always represents a major effort. This crosses his mind: 'Am I in the presence of two diseases, chest pain and hepatomegaly? Or only one 



disease? For example: Alcoholism which has resulted in anxiety and various somatisations?' But he also thinks: 'maybe the hepatomegaly does not have any 

significance, and if I ignore it, it will save me a lot of effort'. There is always a dormant desire to end the interview as soon as possible. 

  

Do we always want to end the interview 'as soon as possible'? Yes, almost always. The exploratory part of the interview accumulates too much tension: we 

don't know what is wrong with the patient; we do not know what we need to tell them, if they will accept our explanation or if we will address their 

expectations. Consequently, the clinical act always moves in the field of emotions, and generically, in the area of stress. We experience some tension (we do 

not know what is wrong with the patient or what to tell them); we want to offload our stress (by issuing a diagnosis, or saying what should be done). When 

the patient pushes us, even more stress builds up, for example: 

  

P: You don't know what it is happening to me? 

I: So then, I am going to refer you to a colleague to see if they know what is going on. 

  

This doctor offloads the tension with the easiest answer. In Figure 3.3 we illustrate 'endurance' to stress with the 'critical stress threshold 2' line. The line 

located above ('critical stress threshold 1') shows a professional with more emotional control, less irritable, more tolerant of the ambiguity of 'not knowing'. 

  

Therefore, in Table 3.5 the two cognitive difficulties: a) reconciling the general interview plan with a specific plan to the emerging interview in a dynamic 

way, and b) allowing a second hypothesis (reframing), leads us to a third obstacle of an emotional nature: c) to tolerate an interview which becomes 

complicated and delay its resolution in order to obtain better data. In summary: to tolerate a higher critical stress. Hence, we promote a model of the clinical 

act which is emotional (tolerates a critical stress) and simultaneously cognitive or rational (to rationally develop the clinical data). 

  

The concept of critical stress threshold explains what we have called the approach or interview in two phases. Once we have ruled out an 'organic' cause in a 

patient with somatic symptoms, we arrange another interview in order to fill in the psychosocial data. A psycho-social diagnosis doesn't activate 'stress' in 

the same way as a biological diagnosis does, and it is postponed by the interviewer. 

  



 

Figure 3.3. 

Critical stress threshold 

  

Each interviewer has a capacity for tolerating uncertainty and 'not knowing what to do'. The capacity for tolerating this is named the critical stress 

threshold. Reaching this threshold activates resolution of the interview, although the way in which the interview is resolved is not appropriate. In the 

example if the interviewer had a higher critical stress threshold (threshold 2); he would not terminate the interview in such an abrupt manner. 
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Making sense of the patient's story. The conditions which are sufficient to enable a 

diagnosis. 

The clinician constantly asks their self: 'Am I going forward in understanding what happens to my patient?', and also: 'how long do I have to 'solve this 

case'?'. Interviewers are very different when deciding when to finish taking the history. Some clinicians are content with a few statements and have already 

formed a hypothesis or an assumption about what happens to the patient. Others, however, are meticulous and are perfectionists. The former quickly say to 

themselves... 'I have it. I know what happens to this patient'. Others are less hurried. In any case, we have sufficient conditions to establish a diagnosis. In a 

patient complaining about nocturnal tingling of both hands, this information alone is not enough to diagnose carpal tunnel syndrome. In general, we make a 

compromise between verbal information and exploratory data. On the other hand, each entity has its own sufficiency conditions which may change 

depending on the clinical situation. For example: 'if I go on a home visit to a patient I would consider a fever, with crackles on auscultation and pleuritic 

pain to be sufficient data to establish a possible diagnosis of pneumonia. On the other hand, in a hospital emergency room, I will require a chest X-ray which 

is compatible with such a diagnosis'. 

  

But good intentions are one thing, but putting this into good clinical practice is another thing. The clinician, as we said, is always looking for 'shortcuts'. 

Such an approach is what we call the 'one plus one law'. It consists of the following: if the information provided by the patient orients you towards a 

particular diagnosis, say, carpal tunnel syndrome ('I have a tingling sensation in my hand during the night'), and then the clinician elicits a positive test for 

carpal tunnel syndrome (e.g., Phalen's test) they will give a diagnosis of carpal tunnel syndrome. Figure 3.4 illustrates the one plus one law, precipitating the 

'I know it' or the 'I already know what happens to this patient', with a premature closure of the interview. 

  



 

Figure 3.4 

One plus one law and closing interview. 

It is taken as a certainty finding some exploratory data or data in the history 

taking which points in the same direction as a hypothesis we have just thought 

of. When this circumstance occurs, in many occasions, the clinician then fails 

to execute manoeuvres of the basic interview plan. 

  

ACE inhibitor: Angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor 
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The concept of critical stress (figure 3.3) helps us understand the one plus one law. The less we tolerate the emotional stress of 'not knowing', the more we 

look for shortcuts and the more we rely on intuitive thinking. And conversely, when we tolerate uncertainty, we can be much more detailed, and we can use 

thought based on criteria much more. To allow our brains to perform clinical reasoning based on criteria, we should allow a certain amount of time to 

process the information first. Many clinicians think: 'well, first I will listen to my intuition, and if that doesn't work, I will rethink the case from a more 

thorough approach'. Over the years, this is the natural tendency of all clinicians. The trap is if the clinician does not have the mental agility to reframe 

things, often they won't want to move from their first diagnostic orientation. They remain 'anchored' in their first diagnostic hypothesis, without assuming 

the emotional cost of reframing, and gradually impoverish their thought based on criteria. Before proceeding in the analysis of thought by criteria, let's look 

a little more at the concept of anchoring the diagnosis. 

  

Anchoring the diagnosis 

We define anchoring the diagnosis as the degree of certainty or social commitment we have with a particular diagnosis. Certainty is generally due to 

evidence or scientific tests (exploratory data, analysis, scan results). The commitment, on the other hand, has an emotional and social origin. We previously 

saw that an intuitive doctor wants to prove he has 'a good clinical eye'. For him to reframe a diagnosis it may cause him to believe his is 'being an 

inexperienced professional'. Sometimes a patient tells us: 'could this tonsillitis be glandular fever? The doctor may accept the suggestion, or he may feel 

challenged, and answer: 'Of course it is not, what happens to you is very different from glandular fever'. Although the subsequent clinical evolution could be 

compatible with glandular fever, it will cost you lot consider this possibility. How different would have been to reply: 'I do not think so, but I will take your 

concern into account'! That would have allowed him to rectify things without the emotional cost, because most often 'anchoring' a diagnosis is, our self-

esteem. To illustrate this relationship between anchoring the diagnosis and the clinician’s self-esteem, see figure 3.4 and imagine that in this example the 

patient says: 'No, doctor, you are wrong. Actually I had this cough before you put me on enalapril'. At this point the professional's self-esteem comes into 

play. If he reframes the interview and he denies his first hypothesis, the professional may be under the impression that his authority in front to the patient 

will be compromised. But this is just his impression. The truth is that patients appreciate it when clinicians rectify the diagnosis when there is a reason to do 

so. They like the clinician's certainty, but more so they appreciate flexibility. 

  



But there is also a diagnostic anchoring or social origin. For example: we force the diagnosis of depression to explain the behaviour of a patient who has 

assaulted his wife, and thus give him a second chance within the family. In this case, the doctor may know that the diagnosis is not scientifically rigorous, but 

commitment and scientific certainty are confused. Other times, we insist on the nature of the disease of alcoholism, to anchor the patient's duties of their 

sick role: taking disulfiram, attending a therapeutic group, etc. 

  

Consequently when we issue a diagnosis our prestige is anchored to this diagnosis. The clinician with years of experience uses expressions like 'it is possible 

that you have...' 'Everything seems to indicate...' Being careful in the expression used for a diagnosis gives us the freedom to modify it more easily in the 

future. And when the patient is pointing us towards a particular diagnostic hypothesis, it costs very little to say: 'I will take this into account'. However, 

other times it must be limited to anchoring the patient to their reality: 'we call your disease alcoholism'. (We will discuss the feature of anchoring the patient 

to their reality when we talk about motivational interviewing.) 

  

Thought by criteria versus intuitive thought 

We have discussed how to reach diagnoses and how at an emotional level our status is committed when we issue a diagnosis (anchored). 

Let's move into the innermost mechanisms of this process. This should allow us to bring ourselves closer to strategies to prevent clinical errors. Let's see 

first of all, the role played by intuition (the 'clinical eye'), in the diagnostic process. 

  

Maybe you have taken your car to a mechanic and they told you: 'it would be appropriate to change the rear tyres'. Or maybe you have been told: 'you 

must change the rear tyres, have look like here and here the tread has been lost'. Which one is more convincing? Something similar happens when we say to 

the patient: 'It would be a good idea for you to stop smoking', rather than saying, 'you must stop smoking because your cardiovascular risk is over 20%'. In 

the second case, the patient receiving the information realises that we are applying criteria to make the statement. 

  

Thinking and making decisions based on criteria ('given the clinical circumstances it is appropriate for to me to do such a diagnostic or therapeutic action') 

leads to thinking in a more structured way, based on the experience accumulated from many people and, possibly, algorithms, interventions tested by 

clinical trials (evidence based medicine), or suggested by experts. This seems like a superior way to make clinical decisions rather than by just using clinical 



intuition. The expert is the precisely the person who has criteria for a very specific and simultaneously complex reality. But even the expert has several 

limitations: 

  

a. They have limitations in acquiring all the criteria that health sciences record for a specific clinical situation. 

b. Also even knowing all the information, only some of it comes to their mind. It is very different reflecting on a clinical case than being in front of a 

patient and having to make a decision in front of the patient. 

c. And, if that was not enough, reality is always full of subtleties and exceptions. The evidence which applies to a hypertensive diabetic may not be of 

value if they also have renal failure. 

  

 Let's now analyse intuitive thinking. Instead of acting by criteria, this is a type of thought which operates with analogies: 'this situation is similar to such a 

situation, so I need to do...' It is therefore a style of thought characterised by: 

  

a. It is very fast. It establishes links with similar situations and proposes ways to resolve the situation by using past experiences as role model(s). This 

has the advantage of immediacy, but the disadvantage that it can easily deceive us (bias, memorable cases, recent experiences, etc.) (MR Esteve, 

1996) 

b. Sometimes it acts as a red flag that says: Warning! Take care with this patient. This patient has something which goes beyond the apparent. We blur 

the reality with shades of doubt, surprise or perplexity, whereas thought based on criteria can only see routine, and black and white. It is a 

counterpoint to the analytical thinking and it enriches it. 

  

That is to say, when intuitive thought prevails, it impoverishes us because we leave aside our enormous flow of formalized experience which is, ultimately, 

what provides the expert with security. But when using thought by criteria, if the interviewer is simultaneously able to listen at a second level to their 

intuitive thought, it reinforces and enriches their thought process. For example: 'this patient complaints of epigastric pain but his gastroscopy and ECG are 

normal; he is a very anxious patient with a lot of stress, but it conveys to me the experience of organic pain, I am worried, I am going to request an 



abdominal CT scan. And the CT scan shows an abdominal tumour. We must say at this point the doctor could have considered their decision driven by the 

desire to practice defensive medicine, when actually; the clinical reasoning has been more complex. It is so complex as to be unapparent and quick. The term 

defensive medicine should be saved for decisions made only to satisfy the patient's expectations (in this case should be better called satisfying medicine). But 

our doctor has been able to capture information about of an organic pain which the patient didn’t know how to express, and he has listened to a voice which 

alerted him to a serious cause for the pain, a voice which was not supported by any formal criteria. 

  

However, if we restrict ourselves to only reflect on the successes of intuitive thought, we would have not do justice to reality. The truth is that on many 

occasions our intuition is more or less wrong: 'it is time to do a gastroscopy, but I am sure it will be negative, this patient exaggerates a lot! And in the end 

the exaggerating patient is found to have a stomach lymphoma. It is here where the clinician, knowing it or not, liking it or not, is always educating their 

intuition in a process we have named double subjective contrast. 

  

How does educating our intuitive thought work? We convert the intuitions which experience has shown us are true, into criteria through double subjective 

contrast. This process is normally done in two separate visits which are chronologically spaced. Imagine we see a patient with jaundiced skin. 

First subjective contrast: What is the intuitive assessment I do of this patient? Is the skin tone normal? The patient's conjunctivae are not jaundiced, there is 

no hepatomegaly... But I can't trust it. I am going to order some blood tests. 

  

Second subjective contrast: The patient comes back with normal blood test results, so we think: 'I thought this patient was sicker that he really was, as I 

noted his skin was jaundiced and considered this a red flags sign. But this type of skin is normal in some people. In summary: 'from now on I will consider 

this skin type as a variant of normality'. By doing this, we have transformed an initial intuition into a criterion, but a criteria 'for me', as I don't have 

enough data to sustain it in the scientific community. 

  

A creative professional practice has internal dialogues such as this one: 'although nobody has taught me this, the tremor I see in this patient must be due to 

anxiety, because it disappears when the patient takes anxiolytic medication; from now on, I will interpret it this way'. Double subjective contrast is the 

natural process of acquiring experience, because it is a thought process built up with 'for me' criteria. When the clinician is aware of this 'for me' process, 

they have a very rich source of different possible research projects: To convert the different criteria into validated criteria for other clinicians. Isn't that 

precisely what makes a person an expert? 



  

A first approach to the decision rules (heuristics). 

It is said that expert thought is thought regulated by criteria: 'in this situation, this is the corresponding action'. These criteria have been named action 

rules, decision rules, schemata or heuristics too. We will take these words as synonyms. There are a few ages of the clinician in relation to the acquisition and 

enrichment of the rules of action. Initially, at the stage of students, we assimilate these criteria as absolute truths. In a mature phase, the most creative of our 

professional practice, we are doubtful of these criteria, we are willing to change them when we open ourselves up to intuitive thought and, above all, we are 

open to recognize our point of perplexity ('I don't know this'). We apply this double subjective contrast to move from intuition to 'for me' criteria. In the 

decline of our career (not in a chronological sense, but when mediocrity, i.e. when we don't want to work better, takes its toll) we could become closed to 

absolute truths again, incapable of creatively rethinking the reality. We return to the seed, as Alejo Carpentier would say. So, the model we defend 

postulates that in the creative phase, we add more and more rules of action (or heuristics), of growing complexity to our way of acting. We improve our 

expertise because each clinical situation activates more complex rules of action, which take into account more possibilities, they offset more risks or leave 

more doors open to rectify adverse clinical courses. However, these rules of action are applied, without thought; they have been thought through before, 

when we proposed to implement them. In time we stop thinking about them and we simply incorporate them as habits or beliefs. The characteristic 

underlying habits is automated intelligence. The mechanical character of the habit it is the reason why it requires a great deal of effort to perform an 

analysis to detect which rules of action we are using and if they are incorrect, to proceed to change them. This process occurs in layers or strata, so heuristics 

or action rules which are obsolete remain in the deep memory, but they stay. We named them low level heuristics and they are normally decision rules which 

take a small effort to apply. On the other hand, high level heuristics are decision rules that force us to make a greater number of decisions to resolve the 

clinical situation (table 3.6). 

  

  

 

 

 

 



Table 3.6. 

High and low level heuristics. 

Low level 

 Very little reflection or elaboration by the subject. 

 They are usually learned in early life or early in training. 

 They are comfortable to apply, with low energy consumption. 

 They are often the «minimum» that should be done in a particular situation. 

High level 

 They appear after conscious reflection, i.e., doubting the first rules of decision (those rules of decision making which constitute 'tacit 

knowledge') 

 They respond to a more sophisticated analysis of the situation, and in general they foresee unfavourable courses which had not previously 

been considered. 

 Their application consumes more mental and physical energy. 

  

 At this point, we would like draw the reader’s attention to a phenomenon we call a fall of heuristics. When fatigue, time pressure, a heavy workload or a 

flood of emotional feelings such as anger, shame or resentment assails us (table 3.7) we may experience what we call a 'heuristic fall', and we would want to 

solve a clinical situation by applying decision rules which require little energy investment. At this point, low-level heuristics show up. If we use a 

psychoanalytic term, we could say that we suffer a regression, since we have to use a rule of action that we learned in the initial stages of our training. 

  

 



Table 3.7. 

Factors limiting our performance 

Lack or excess of emotional activation 

 Fatigue 

 Transient cognitive problems (for example; sleep disorders, alcohol consumption, etc.). 

 Lack of motivation 

 The professional rushes to finish the consultation and start another activity. 

 Feeling overwhelmed, feeling we can't cope, many sensory stimuli at the same time. 

 Being flooded by other extreme emotions, whether positive or negative. 

Lack or excess of hedonic tone 

 Hostility of the patient. 

 Hostility of the professional them self. 

 Somatic discomfort or pain of the clinician. 

 The expectation that if a particular hypothesis is confirmed, it will create more work. 

 Allowing ourselves areas of magical thinking: for example 'I am not going to now think he may have cancer as he is such a nice person!’ 

  

  

If we use legal terms we would talk of negligent conduct. Imagine the following scenario: 

  

A patient with colicky hypogastric pain, with a previous history of renal stones. High level heuristic: 'before diagnosing renal stones, we must examine the 

patient and perform a urine dipstick to check for blood in the urine'. Low level heuristic: 'there is sufficient evidence with a colicky type of pain and a 



previous history of kidney stones , so I will maintain this diagnosis even if the physical examination or urine dipstick are negative, so it is not worth 

complicating things by arranging further investigations'. 

  

Observe in Figure 3.5 the heuristic fall. Basically, if we sometimes act negligently it is not because we want to harm the patient, but because we think that 

their problem can be solved without making a great deal of effort. We estimate the energy that we have to invest in the resolution of the case, and when it is 

scarce, we are satisfied by the use of low-level heuristics. 

  

In Figure 3.5 illustrates what happens in the case of renal stones: we move from an error rate of 1/250 to an error rate of 1/100 when applying low level 

heuristics (these rates are purely indicative). That is what happens when restrictive factors act: for example if we are tired, nervous, irritable or 

overwhelmed by other patients who require our immediate attention, etc. In such circumstances, we simply assume more risks, 'we cut to the chase', and we 

close the interview more precipitously than is desirable, thanks to low level heuristics. But to let these low level rules of action operate, we need the presence 

of a cognitive alibi! A justification of the type: 'you've done what you had to do, you can close the interview', or 'at this time of the morning, I've done too 

much, I can close the interview'. However, a hidden dissatisfaction may remain, even when the restrictive factor disappears (e.g. tiredness). Maybe a few 

hours or days later we will say, (as if we have seen the scene rewound): 'I dealt with that patient badly!’ When a judge declares that we have acted 

negligently because we have not considered the possibility of an ovarian torsion, the only thing that we can claim is that we were under the influence of one 

or some of restrictive factors we list in table 3.7. 

  



 

Figure 3.5. 

Due to the presence of restrictive factors, the clinician resolves the clinical situation with a low level 

decision rule (heuristic). This means a reduction in their expertise. 

  

  

  

These restrictive factors activate cognitive alibis which allow the use of low level heuristics. This is one of the most important points of the rational-emotive 

model. 
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Let's go back to the central theme with all of these concepts: what is the skill of the clinician? On one hand, to classify their knowledge and experience in 

order to know how to apply it to specific cases. In other words: create rules of action which are increasingly adapted to the complexity of real life. And on 

the other hand, to ask with a good cognitive activation ('energy'): 'am I doing what I should?', 'Am I acting under a cognitive alibi?’ 

Reader let us demonstrate another example. A registrar learns in A&E that: 'a red eye with sticky discharge and a gritty sensation in the eye equals 

conjunctivitis, and the patient must be given X'. Unfortunately this low-level heuristic ends by giving the clinician very serious problems, so he adopts 

another one: 

  

'In face of a red eye, I will only say it is conjunctivitis if there is not much pain, there is only peripheral erythema and no erythema around the iris, and in 

case I have any doubt, I will exclude the presence of keratitis with a fluorescein test.' 

  

He carried out the first part of the pathway (which by the way, is always at the mercy of the specific advances of each specialty). But now the second part 

remains: to apply the more complex heuristic at 4 o'clock in the morning during a particularly tough on call. What counts here will be: a) to detect cognitive 

alibis, and to say to himself: 'no, although I am tired the best option is to do things well, so I'm going to apply the rule of high level action'; b) to have good 

'regulation of the optimal work area’, i.e. to arrive at 4 o'clock in the morning as clear as possible. Let's look at this last concept, which we have not yet 

discussed. 

  

Optimal regulation of the working zone 

It is not the same working with back pain as without it. It is not the same sleeping well as having sleep apnoea. From such obvious facts, Apter (1989) built 

up the inverted emotional theory, which in essence says: there is an ideal working zone which is attained by a good body tone and good cognitive activation. 

But be careful, because (as Figure 3.6 shows) either an 'excessively' good body tone or an excessive cognitive activation can damage our performance. 

Equally an excessively relaxed body tone is as much of an enemy as excessive activation, and boredom is as detrimental as excitation. 

  

But, the reader may ask: are we aware of our body tone (or hedonic) or our cognitive activation? In general, no we're not. There is a circular nature of 

emotions by which every emotion justifies itself. This occurs too frequently when we are angry, we are too angry to see that our anger is not proportionate; 

when we are tired of driving, we tend to be too tired to consider that it would be wise to stop at a rest area, etc. We call this the circular nature of emotions. 



The person who comes out of this circle surrounding them has learned to regulate their work area by using indicators external to their self. For example: 

'I'm more tired than I seem, because my handwriting is terrible. Or: 'I'm raising my voice too much... I am passionate and that can lead me to maintain my 

approach too rigidly'. 

  

 

Figure 3.6. 

Apter’s Theory of emotional investment. The golfer who repeatedly fails will move from excitation 

to anxiety. Another player who is excessively relaxed will get bored. The intensity of the emotions 

influences how we classify them. 

https://i2.wp.com/e-documentossemfyc.es/wp-content/uploads/Fig-3.6.jpg


  

  

The restrictive factors can displace us from our optimal working zone. Therefore we must equip ourselves with indicators so we ensure our maximum 

expertise. 

  

Insurance expertise 

Clinicians have developed different strategies to avoid making mistakes. We call all of this set of strategies secure expertise (as it refers to strategies to 

maintain expertise, rather than a global prevention of errors). Knowing and preserving our optimal working area is part of this effort. In this section we will 

address two more area: a) Interviewing skills, and b) signalling of clinical situations. The first is a global strategy, while the second refers to potentially 

dangerous situations or situations where we were previously wrong. Organisational and educational measures definitely have greater importance in the 

prevention of errors, as noted from the organisational and systemic approach (Khon LT, 2000). But here, we are interested in the other more personal 

approach, which is by no means contradictory with the systemic one. 

  

a) Questioning skills and compensation of typical mistakes which are mediated by our character 

  

Epstein has proposed that the clinician is something like a musical instrument that should be tuned to make good music (Epstein RM, 1999). This analogy 

seems appropriate and not exaggerated. In the same way that a music lover will distinguish the way of playing Alicia de la Rocha from Arthur Rubinstein, 

our character determines the style in which we solve problems. It also determines the type of mistakes we make. 

  

The concept of latent error refers to a type of error which will eventually appear over time. For example, a small defect in the design of a car engine results 

in the majority of cars of that particular model developing the same type of problem over time. When we apply this simile to clinicians, we think about a 

lack of knowledge and skills. This is undoubtedly an important factor in errors, but character is much more important. In Table 3.8, we summarise some 

key concepts in relation to latent errors and character. 

  



Table 3.8. 

Character and latent errors 

The absent minded will no longer perform tasks they planned to do at some point in the interview. Correction: When an action to perform comes 

to mind, write it down as a 'plan' the in patient's medical records. 

  

The dogmatic will neither look for, nor hear data which is discordant with their first hypothesis (unable to disprove themselves nor allow others to 

contradict them). 

  

Correction: demonstrate to them that they are wrong. The dogmatic person will never accept that they are wrong on their own, someone else 

needs to demonstrate or prove to them that they are wrong. The dogmatic will only leave their dream when it is perceived feel weak or fragile. 

  

The impulsive may want to solve the discursive process based on only minimal data ('I have it'). Correction: here there is pathology, usually due 

to a lack of time in the consultation; we must learn to slow down and give ourselves time to prevent premature closure before completing the basic 

interview plan. Ask yourself regularly: would I be able to write a clinical report with the data I've just acquired? 

  

The insecure will try to rule out the most remote possibilities, with an over use of investigations; other times they will take their lead from certain 

intuitions or expectations of the patient or other clinicians, without forming or taking into account their own intuitions and expectations. 

Ultimately their decisions are governed by avoiding tension and anxiety, and secondarily, to reach a diagnosis. Correction: learn to always form 

your own judgment, meaning that having a personal opinion does not need to be equivalent of others in order to deal with other people. 

  

The perfectionist will consider all the details and possibilities over and over again, without a proper balance between time, effort and importance 

of the clinical situation. Going over the details will hinder them in seeing 'the most important' information from the patient. 

  

Correction: ultimately the perfectionist tries to alleviate their anxiety of the unknown by exploring all possibilities; their efforts should be 



directed to follow protocols, without exaggerating them, in the conviction that they are sufficient consensus. Excess anxiety in the clinician can 

also result in iatrogenic problems, for example: by stimulating the patients' hypochondriasis. 

  

  

Together with this knowledge of our characteristics, we must have a working habit which avoids making the mistakes that any clinician can routinely 

commit. Any professional with experience realises that they have a method of questioning themselves which oversees the most important processes. For 

example: 

  

– Am I sufficiently activated/awake? 

  

This habit of questioning oneself leads one to regulate the optimal working area, of which we have spoken above. Observe our handwriting, our fatigue 

when getting up from the chair, etc; they are good 'external' indicators. 

  

– Am I opening my situations' library in the most extensive possible way? 

  

This is closely related to the previous point. Sometimes we fail to recall a set of situations which are similar to the one we are trying to solve. This is due to 

the fact that we may be in a non-optimal working state; nervous, bewildered or simply tired. On such occasions we must stop, take a pen and paper and 

wonder: which similar situations have I been in previously? What is happening to this patient? 

  

–Should the interview be reframed, thinking of new hypotheses? 

  

First hypotheses arise effortlessly, but rethinking these first hypotheses requires a lot of energy, especially if we are thinking of closing the interview soon. 

This question should also arise when the patient comes to the clinic to see us repeatedly. 

  

– Do I have enough data to write a medical report? 



  

This habit of questioning prevents a premature closure of the exploratory phase. We have already mentioned the danger of finding data that corroborates 

our first hypotheses and not pursuing the basic interview plan. 

  

– Am I closing the interview too quickly? And more specifically: Am I being victim of a cognitive alibi in order to prematurely close the interview? 

  

This question should automatically jump out at us when we are not in tune with the patient's expectations, or when the hypothesis we propose does not 

clearly cover the whole symptomatic complex with which the patient presents, or when we suspect that we have 'falsely' closed the interview. 

  

The clinician must choose from errors or faults detected in their clinical practice which of these questions (or other similar questions) is worth incorporating 

as a habit. This aspect is relevant: these are questions which should appear automatically during the interview, and they must be complied with. Only in this 

way can they act as insurance of our expertise. 

  

b) Signalling of clinical situations 

  

Clinicians put beacons with red lights on the clinical situations which can cause us to make errors. We have introduced the term of keys to force certain 

actions precisely to emphasise that the presence of a particular piece of information in the history or examination should always make us take a specific 

action. Another important concept is the red/green flag symptoms or signs, that is, data that without being as conclusive as above, it points to potentially 

serious or non- serious diseases. A headache which is worse in the morning, with sickness and vomiting would be a red flag, while a headache with extensive 

periods of remission between attacks, would point us towards a benign cause (green light). The clinician who organises things well in their mind puts the 

type of keys to force certain actions and the red/green flag symptoms and signs as indelible signals of forced processing, more tired they are. The analysis of 

situations that have led us to make mistakes is always of great interest. Sharing clinical experience with other professionals is also sharing our mistakes, and 

to facilitate things for our colleagues by showing them beacons with red lights from risky situations we have experienced. In this sense we can say that 

teamwork is a great opportunity to learn. 

  

The depth of a diagnosis, the diagnostic statement and the biopsychosocial model 



We have analysed the microscopic mechanisms of decision making, and it's time to recover a broader perspective. We have a patient with a health problem 

in front of us, and we ask ourselves: 'What should I do so that this patient is happy with my professional services?' This question marks to a great degree the 

initial framing of the interview (our intentionality). However, we cannot stay here. The professional who wants to make the most of the clinical act also 

wonders: 

  

– Beyond patient's presenting complaint and expectations, what could the patient's problems and health needs be? 

  

There is a real gulf between professionals who move within the framework of the demand (simple models of illness) and those who move within the 

framework of needs. Just as there are specific diagnostics ('bronchitis', 'pressure ulcers', etc.), there are also macro-diagnosis type: 'empty nest family', 

'submissive caretaker’, 'domestic abuse', 'chronic social and family stress', etc. These macro-diagnoses unfortunately are not listed in the bibliography, 

despite the fact that they are the key to an extensive and at the same time profound biopsychosocial approach. When we apply them they give us diagnostic 

depth, and the physician reaches a depth of understanding equal to a nursing professional. By way of example: 

  

 The chronically ill patient's carer who falters (feeling overwhelmed by their carer duties), manifesting in depressive symptoms, arthralgia with or 

without myalgia, insomnia and often projects their unease about the patient, the object of their care; sometimes the carer behaves like a sick 

companion (meaning the companion who projects their symptoms on another relative who operates or represents the sick role). 

 An abused woman may present with chronic pain, usually denying emotional conflicts, although she shows non-verbal expressions of sadness, she 

has low self esteem and she sometimes makes requests to be referred to different specialists and earn the sick role, hoping to be better treated in 

their environment. As a result, another very complicated case. 

 The male patient with obesity and peripheral insulin resistance usually has other cardiovascular risk factors, such as: a sedentary lifestyle, high 

blood pressure, smoking, high CRP, dyslipidemia, etc. All of these factors should be considered to calculate his overall cardiovascular risk. 

  

Macro-diagnoses combine biological and psychosocial aspects, so they have a versatility which is different from a classic diagnostic approach. Compare: 

  

'Mr. Green you have a very strong cold and I recommend...' with: 

'Mr Green you have a cold, but in addition, smoking and a lack of exercise are seriously harming your health. I also note anxiety in relation to your work.' 



  

Immediate objection from the reader: how can we make such broad approaches with the few minutes we have? Answer: We cannot always nor should we 

always bring to the relationship everything we think of the patient, especially when we think that it will generate rejection. It is also true that this will take a 

few minutes, but less time than we usually believe it will. When the clinician takes a good focused history and defines the presenting complaint well, makes a 

map of complaints and they use the multiple complaints technique properly, many of these difficulties disappear as if by magic. For example: 

  

'Mrs. Taylor, although we can only talk about your knee today, do not forget that you should start taking your antidepressant in anticipation to the start of 

autumn'. 

'Mr. Duffield you have bronchitis. I will offer you some treatment, but I would like to show you your list of medical problems: I can see you have diabetes, 

high blood pressure and you smoke. If we calculated your cardiovascular risk it is 24%. We consider this percentage to be high. We should take action 

immediately. What do you think?' 

  

An in depth approach is not part of the mere addition of diagnostics. This would be nonsense. The depth comes because clinician has models in their head, 

as we saw earlier. Imagine for a moment three patients with headache, the first one is a struggling carer, the second an abused woman, and the third a man 

with lots of risk factors... would they not have a very different approach? Reflection that leads to another approach: is this approach not precisely the 

biopsychosocial approach? A biopsychosocial focus, if we are allowed the license, with 'packaged' knowledge at the Schon way (1987), not so much as a 'new 

scientific paradigm', but a deeper and broader clinical practice than the classic 'one symptom = one treatment' (Borrell F, 2002). In Table 3.9 we summarise 

some of the features that permeate this type of practice. 

  

Table 3.9 

Biopsychosocial focus: proposals for practice 

1. The clinician considers their target to achieve an intrinsically therapeutic emotional component in the established relationship. 

2. The clinician legitimises any reason for consultation, not just the biomedical or psychosocial problems which are validated with a 

diagnosis (depression, bulimia, insomnia...). 



3. The clinician distinguishes between health demand and health need and apply macro-models where the psychosocial and biological 

aspects are considered. 

4. The clinician has an ethical duty to not lie about what they know of the patient, except for situations where not withholding this 

information would be more harmful. They also have the duty to place their own agenda in the care relationship and influence the 

patient's beliefs about the best therapeutic options, being aware not to cross explicit limits the patient has set. Sometimes this principle 

represents the courage of raising the psychosocial origin of certain somatisations, breaking cycles of chronic medicalisation or iatrogenic 

problems, but always avoiding causing a greater evil than the condition that we are trying to alleviate. 

5. The clinician facing a diagnosis with some complexity applies a methodology that initially avoids taking position towards either 

exclusively biological or exclusively psychosocial diagnostic hypotheses, i.e. avoids focusing on only one aspect of the case. 

6. The clinician will wherever possible, have the social and family perspective of their patients, and will appreciate the patients’ social 

support networks. 

7. The clinician will apply rational decision techniques based on evidence, but also being aware of the biases introduced by their own 

emotions. The dangers of making mistakes when seeing 'heart sink' patients are huge. 

8. The clinician must get used to periods of uncertainty, during which he must not give in to the temptation to give meaning to symptoms 

from non definitive data. There is no 'closed case'. Each patient is a reality in constant evolution. If we don't give the patient the 

opportunity to surprise us 'now', he will also surprise us tomorrow. 

  

  

Summary 

Packages of history taking skills that should be automated 

 First package: active listening skills: showing interest, facilitations, repeating sentences, empathy. 

 Second package: questions for a focused history: how is the pain? How long has it been going on? Chronological history of the pain, where? Any 

radiation, what triggers the pain and what makes it better, are there any related symptoms, risk factors. 



 Third package: questions for a psychological history: how do you sleep at night? What is your mood like? Are you very worried or do you have lots of 

things to think about? Are there any serious problems at home or at work? 

 Fourth package: questions for a patient-centred history: Do you have any idea about what this pain could be? How does this pain affect your life? How do 

you think I can help? Or what do you think should be done to improve this situation? Has something happened that has changed your life or had an 

impact on you? Do you have any problems at home or at work that could influence you? 

  

Technical mistakes in the exploratory part 

 Intuitive interviewers and field dependence 

 Focalised interviewers 

 Blocking patients and interviewers who ask a lot but… by using closed questions 

 Skimming too quickly over the psychological aspects 

  

Package of techniques to increase diagnostic capacity 

Quality data from a concentrated informant who prepares their responses verbally and prevents automatic responses. An interviewer who is capable of reframing 

their first hypotheses, practicing the technique of reading textual data, inverse hypotheses, and clinical report technique, among other techniques. 

  

Expertise and insurance expertise 

Control over the optimal working zone, learning about our tolerance to critical stress, latent errors resulting from our character, questioning habits, signalling 

with red flags. Macro-diagnosis and biopsychosocial practice. 
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